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Summary
If C is a triangulated ategory, a homologial funtor K : C ! A is a funtor whose target ategory
is an abelian ategory and whih sends distinguished triangles to long exat sequenes of A-objets. We
an extend the notion of a homologial funtor to more general ategories. The usual homotopy funtors
on the ategory of pointed topologial spaes, the K-theory funtors, and redued homology funtors
on the ategory of pointed CW-omplexes are example of funtors that we term homologial in this
thesis.
In this thesis, we provide a framework for dening funtors with oeÆients that an be applied to many
examples. We investigate funtors with oeÆients in a olumn-nite matrix of nonnegative integers as a
prelude to investigating funtors with oeÆients in abelian groups. The rationale for doing so is beause
olumn-nite matries of nonnegative integers arise from nonnegative presentations, whih always exist
for any abelian group.
Start with a ategory C that is equipped with a translation endofuntor T : C ! C analogous to the
suspension endofuntor on a triangulated ategory. However, we do not assume that T is invertible. We
























are determined up to non-anonial isomorphism by f . These are known as oning
sequenes and ning sequenes respetively { the objet C
f
is alled amapping one and the objet
P
f
is alled a mapping path objet, reminisent of their topologial equivalents. A homologial
funtor K : C ! A will then be a funtor whose target ategory is an abelian ategory, and whih sends
oning or ning sequenes to half-long exat sequenes of A-objets.
We onsider two types of ategories with homologial funtors in this thesis:
1. Categories C that have oproduts equipped with homologial funtors K : C ! A that preserve
oproduts.
2. Categories C that have nite produts and, optionally, ltered olimits as well, equipped with
homologial funtors K : C ! A that preserve nite produts and ltered olimits (if ltered
olimits exist).
For both these types of ategories, we let M : C ! C be a suitably hosen endofuntor on the ategory.
Let N be a olumn-nite I  J matrix with nonnegative integer entries. For the rst type of ategory,










on the ategory C that indues multipliation by N in the ategory A when we apply the homologial
funtor K, where
`
here denotes the opower funtor, or oprodut funtor applied to opies of the
same objet.
CONTENTS ii
For the seond type of ategory, we rst dene the notion of restrited produts in the ategory (see
hapter 2), whih is the analog of oproduts. In partiular, given any index set I , we use nite produts
and ltered olimits to dene a funtor C
I




: C ! C is thus
obtained by applying the restrited produt funtor to opies of the same objet. In this ategory, we












on C that indues multipliation by N in the ategory A when we apply the homologial funtor K.
Given any objet C of C, we then use the natural transformation 
N
to dene an objet KT
m
(C;N) in
A (see hapter 4), where m is a nonnegative integer depending on T , M and the homologial funtor K.
This produes a quasi-funtor KT
m
( ;N) : C ! A, and in the ase where we have funtorial mapping
ones or funtorial mapping path objets in C, this produes a (strit) funtor KT
m
( ;N) : C ! A. We
term KT
m
( ;N) the quasi-funtor (respetively, funtor) with oeÆients in N .
We prove that if N is the matrix representing some nonnegative presentation of an abelian group G, we



























in the ase where we have mapping path objets (see Theorems 4.4.5 and 4.4.6 respetively).
After investigating quasi-funtors with oeÆients in a olumn-nite matrix, we explore reasonable
onditions under whih the quasi-funtor KT
m
( ;G) : C ! A with oeÆients in an abelian group G
an be dened. For this, we restrit our attention to the ase where A = Ab is the ategory of abelian
groups.







on the ategory C, when C is assumed to satisfy ertain onditions over and above
what has been assumed previously when dening funtors with oeÆients in a nonnegative matrix.
Then we use this result to prove that if  is any presentation of an abelian group G ( does not have
to be nonnegative), it is possible to dene the quasi-funtor KT
m
( ; ) in a way that generalizes our
previous onstrution involving nonnegative presentations and nonnegatives matries. Furthermore, we
also show that if  and  
0
are two presentations of the same group G, then KT
m





) for any objet C (see Theorem 4.6.5 and Remark 4.6.6). This allows us to dene the
quasi-funtor KT
m
( ;G) in an abelian group G (see Denition 4.6.7).
In this thesis, we also explain how homologial funtors with oeÆients an arise in ategories that are
equipped with a symmetri tensor produt 
 satisfying the property that wheneverD is any objet of the
ategory, applying  
D to a oning (respetively, ning) sequene results in another oning (respetively,
ning) sequene.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 1
Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Goal of the thesis
If C is a triangulated ategory, a homologial funtor K : C ! A is a funtor whose target ategory
is an abelian ategory and whih sends distinguished triangles to long exat sequenes of A-objets. For
the denition and properties of triangulated ategories, see either Verdier's lassial treatment [56℄ or
Neeman's modern aount [39℄.
Many funtors that give rise to long exat sequenes at on ategories that are not triangulated, for
example, the usual homotopy funtors on the ategory of pointed topologial spaes, the K-theory
funtors, and redued homology funtors on the ategory of pointed CW-omplexes. Hene, we should
extend the notion of a homologial funtor to inlude all these examples.
Given a homologial funtorK, the funtorK with oeÆients in an abelian group is often onstruted in
order to perform more omputations or derive new results. Some appliations of funtors with oeÆients
are provided in setion 1.2.
The goal of this thesis is to provide a framework for dening funtors with oeÆients that an be applied
to many examples. There are two reasons for undertaking this projet:
1. We an use the ommon framework to gain a better understanding of a wide range of homologial
funtors.
2. In situations where no satisfatory denition of funtors with oeÆients has been disovered, our
framework might suggest a possible approah.
1.2 Some appliations of homologial funtors with oeÆients
In this setion, we list some appliations of homologial funtors with oeÆients to illustrate the use-
fulness of studying suh funtors.
1.2.1 Real and omplex topologial K-theory with oeÆients
A reent paper by Berrik & Matthey [6℄ uses real topologial K-theory of C

-algebras to onstrut a
strongly torsion generated group with speied abelian groups as its integral homology groups up to
dimension ve.







, onstrut a strongly torsion generated group S having, up to isomor-




integral homology group H
q
(S) for 2  q  n. In [5℄, reasons
are laid out for initiating this projet, and [5℄ realizes the projet for n = 3 using omplex topologial
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K-theory of C

-algebras. In partiular, the onstrution involves using a C

-algebra whose omplex
topologial K-theory is A in even dimensions and 0 in odd dimensions, in other words, a C

-algebra
whose omplex topologialK-theory is given by KU
top





( ;A) denotes omplex topologial K-theory with oeÆients in A.
In [6℄, it is shown that if abelian groups A;B;C;D;E are speied, one an always onstrut a strongly
torsion generated group S whose entre is isomorphi to A and whose higher integral homology up to




















E. The onstrution involves




whose real topologial K-theory is losely related to A (see setion 3 of [6℄).
In this thesis, we dene real topologial K-theory with oeÆients in any olumn-nite matrix of non-
negative integers. It turns out that the real topologialK-theory of E
A
is the same as the real topologial
K-theory (modulo some dimension shift) of R with oeÆients inN , whereN is the matrix orresponding
to any arbitrarily hosen nonnegative presentation of A (see setion 8.3 of this thesis).
This example forms the prototype for dening and studying funtors with oeÆients in a olumn-nite
matrix of nonnegative integers.
1.2.2 Algebrai K-theory with oeÆients
Algebrai K-theory with mod p oeÆients, that is, oeÆients in an abelian group Z=pZ, was rst
studied in detail by Browder [13℄ who used it to improve on ertain existing results by Harris-Segal
and Lee-Szzarba. Notably, this work of Browder provides tools for investigating the Lihtenbaum-
Quillen onjetures relating the algebrai K-theory of shemes, elds or rings of algebrai integers to
their etale ohomology or etale K-theory (see for instane Lihtenbaum [32℄, Snaith [51℄ and Jardine
[27℄). Relevant work in this area was also arried out by Suslin who investigated algebraiK-theory with
mod p oeÆients of both algebraially losed elds as well as loal elds in [53℄ and [54℄ respetively.
Bott periodiity in omplex, real and self-onjugate topologial K-theory is well known, but similar
periodiity results in algebraiK-theory are more diÆult to establish. Periodiity in algebraiK-theory
an arise when we onsider algebrai K-theory with nite oeÆients { a summary of developments in
this area an be found in reent work by Berrik, Karoubi and stvr [3℄. In this paper, the authors
also prove that periodiity of algebrai K-groups with nite oeÆients implies similar periodiity in
Hermitian K-groups with nite oeÆients.
1.3 The onept of a homologial funtor
In this setion, we use the example of homology of hain omplexes over an arbitrary abelian ategory to
motivate our disussion of what onstitutes a homologial funtor. A good referene for this is hapter
1 of Weibel [61℄. The material in this setion and the next is very well established and is only meant
to onvey the avour of our approah rather than give preise denitions. The exat denition of a
homologial funtor adopted by this thesis is enapsulated in Denitions 4.1.1 and 4.1.3.
Let A be an abelian ategory and let Ch(A) be the ategory of hain omplexes over A. Let A
Z
denote
the ategory whose objets are Z-graded A-objets and whose morphisms are degree 0 A-morphisms.























) are ommonly alled the homology groups or homology modules
of A in the ase where A is the ategory of modules over a unital ring, and they an be assembled into
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For any integer p, let A[p℄ denote the hain omplex whose degree n term is A
n p
and whose dierentials







































   (1-1)
in the abelian ategory A
Z
. We term H a homologial funtor.
A natural question arises: Given a map f : A ! B of hain omplexes over A, how do we t f

into
a long exat sequene of the form given in (1-1)? The answer is provided by the mapping one of f ,
denoted by C
f























































































a oning sequene, then the homologial funtor H sends oning sequenes in Ch(A) to long exat
sequenes in A
Z
. We all the endofuntor [1℄ : Ch(A)! Ch(A) the translation funtor, but in general,
the translation funtor is not invertible. Thus, in the non-triangulated setting, if we are provided with a
translation funtor T : C ! C on a ategory C as well as a olletion of distinguished sequenes of maps









a homologial funtor K : C ! A with the target ategory A an abelian ategory would be a funtor
















of A-objets. Here, the use of the symbol K is meant to be reminisent of K-theory.
1.4 Topologial and hain homology with oeÆients
Homologial funtors with oeÆients an appear in various situations with dierent methods of on-
strution.
For example, Neisendorfer's approah to dening homotopy groups with oeÆients in a nitely generated
abelian group G involves onsidering based homotopy lasses of maps from a Peterson spae P
n
(G) to a
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given spae X (see [42℄ as well as setion 5.1 of this thesis). Note that in the literature, homotopy groups
with mod p oeÆients are often dened using Moore spaes M
n
(Z=pZ); Neisendorfer's onstrution is









(A) up to unnatural
isomorphism.
On the other hand, onstruting singular homology of CW-omplexes with oeÆients in an abelian
group G involves taking tensor produts of singular hain omplexes with the group G regarded as a
hain omplex onentrated in dimension 0.
Hene, we need a unifying approah of dening funtors with oeÆients that overs many examples. In
this setion, we use the examples of topologial and hain homology with oeÆients to illustrate the
form that suh an approah an take.



































of (augmented) singular hain omplexes. Given an abelian group G, redued singular homology with

















. This suggests that the hain homology funtor H( ;G) with G-oeÆients should
be dened by setting H(A;G) := H(A


























is also a oning sequene, beause C
f





























, and so H( ;G) : Ch(Ab)! Ab
Z
is also a homologial funtor. The redued singular homology
funtor
~
H( ;G) with G-oeÆients then an be regarded as the omposite
X 7! C(X) 7! H(C(X);G) = H(C(X)
G)
of a funtor that sends a pointed CW-omplex X to its (augmented) singular hain omplex C(X)
followed by the homologial funtor H( ;G).
In this thesis, we would like to provide a general denition of funtors with oeÆients without using
tensor produts beause in some important situations, funtors with oeÆients are not dened using
tensor produts. Homotopy groups with oeÆients is one suh example.
We therefore attempt to obtain a desription of the hain homology funtor H( ;G) with G-oeÆients
without using the tensor produt struture. This is aomplished as follows: In any additive ategory
with arbitrary oproduts, there is a natural notion of multipliation by a olumn-nite matrix N whose
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entries are integers (a olumn-nite matrix is a matrix in whih eah olumn ontains only a nite number
of nonzero entries). To begin with, if C is an objet of an additive ategory with arbitrary oproduts























in the ase where
n   1, and the zero map when n = 0. Let N = (n
ij
) be a olumn-nite I  J matrix with integer





































is the nite subset of all i 2 I for whih n
ij








C is the anonial






C arising as the unique map




















ommute for all j 2 J .















of G, where we assume the index sets I; J are well-ordered. Let N be the matrix of  with respet to






Z (relative to the given well-ordering of I; J). For a given hain




















in Ch(Ab), where C
A
N










the mapping one C
A
N
depends funtorially on A, we have onstruted a funtor
H( ;N) : Ch(Ab)! Ab
Z
:
For any at (equivalently, torsion free) hain omplex A of abelian groups, H(A;N) is isomorphi to
H(A
G). This is straightforward to show if we reall the Kunneth Theorem in homologial algebra:
Theorem 1.4.1 (Kunneth Theorem; see Theorem 2.1 of Hilton & Stammbah [24℄). Let A;C
be hain omplexes over a prinipal ideal domain R, and suppose that one of A;C is at. Then there is
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in Ch(Ab), where we regard Z as a hain omplex onentrated in dimension 0. Note that sine Z is a
free hain omplex, so is the hain omplex C
Z
N
in the above oning sequene. To apply the Kunneth
Theorem to our situation, let R = Z and let C = C
Z
N






















































































G) (Tor(H(A); G)): (1-9)
Now we let C = G regarded as a hain omplex onentrated in dimension 0. Then for any at hain






H(G)) (Tor(H(A); H(G))) = (H(A) 
G) (Tor(H(A); G))








) for any at hain omplex A. Note that we ould have used any presentation  of
G. Hene, we obtain the following result:
Proposition 1.4.2. Let G be an abelian group. For a at hain omplex A of abelian groups, the
following are equivalent ways of dening the homology group H(A;G) with oeÆients in G:
1. Set H(A;G) := H(A
G).


























































in Ch(Ab). This denition is independent of the hoie of presentation of G, beause if N
0
is the
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If A is an arbitrary hain omplex of abelian groups, method 2 of the above proposition might provide
a better way of dening homology of A with G-oeÆients beause statement (1-9) tells us that even
when A is not at, H(C
A
N
) is isomorphi to (H(A) 
 G)  (Tor(H(A); G)) whih is easily omputable
and does not depend on hosing any presentation of G. Of ourse, whether a partiular denition of a
homologial funtor with oeÆients is useful depends on whether it enables omputations to be done
and whether it sheds light on existing theory.
1.5 Nonnegative matries
In the previous setion, we onsidered arbitrary presentations of an abelian group G as well as multipli-
ation by a olumn-nite matrix N with integer entries.
In the more general ategories that we examine later on, we an dene only multipliation by a olumn-
nite matrix N with nonnegative integer entries. To take a simple example, in a semi-additive ategory
with oproduts where the morphism sets arry only the struture of a ommutative monoid, we an
dene only multipliation by a nonnegative integer n on a given objet C. Hene, we need to restrit


















Z is a nonnegative matrix
(we assume here that the index sets I; J are well-ordered).
We prove later in Lemma 4.6.1 that any given presentation  of an abelian group an be \lifted" to
a nonnegative presentation whih we denote by Q( ) throughout this thesis. Hene, there is no loss
of generality in restriting ourselves to nonnegative presentations of abelian groups and nonnegative
matries.
1.6 The approah we adopt
Based on the disussion thus far, we devise the following approah to dening funtors with oeÆients:
1. Let a ategory C be given. Assume that C has oning sequenes and that it is possible to dene
multipliation by a olumn-nite matrix with nonnegative integer entries in C. Assume further that
there is a given homologial funtor K with ertain good properties. The preise requirements are
that the ategory C and the homologial funtor K have to satisfy all of the following:
(a) Either Denition 3.1.1 or 3.4.5.
(b) Either Denition 4.1.1 or 4.1.3.
() Either Denition 4.3.1 or 4.3.2.
2. Use the oning struture as well as the notion of multipliation by a nonnegative matrix N to
dene the quasi-funtor or funtor KT
m
( ;N) with oeÆients in N , where m is a nonnegative
integer that depends on T and the homologial funtor K. Quasi-funtors arise when the mapping
one C
f
does not depend funtorially on the given morphism f and is determined by f only up to
non-unique isomorphism, as is the ase for triangulated ategories.
3. In the ase where the funtor KT
m
( ;G) with oeÆients in an abelian group G has already been
dened in the literature and is widely used, verify that our denition of KT
m
( ;N) oinides with
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is any nonnegative presentation of G and N is the matrix of  , then for any objet A, the objet
KT
m
(A;N) as dened by our approah is isomorphi to KT
m
(A;G) as dened by other people.
The situation where our denition of KT
m
( ;N) is independent of the hoie of nonnegative
presentation of G is also explored in detail in setion 4.6 { see in partiular Theorems 4.6.5 and
4.6.8.
In this thesis, we will disuss in detail the following examples of homologial funtors. For onveniene,
we indiate the relevant proposition in this thesis that shows that the funtor with oeÆients dened
using our approah is onsistent with the denition already in use in the literature.
1. Homotopy funtors on the ategory of pointed topologial spaes with oeÆients in a nitely
generated abelian group { Proposition 5.1.2. (Note that we also dene homotopy funtors with
oeÆients in a ountable abelian group in setion 5.1.)
2. Redued homology theories on the ategory of pointed CW-omplexes with oeÆients in any
abelian group { Propositions 5.2.1, 5.3.5.
3. Algebrai K-theory with oeÆients in a ountable abelian group { Proposition 6.2.1.
4. Topologial K-theory of omplex C

-algebras with oeÆients in a ountable abelian group {
Proposition 8.2.2. (We also disuss topologial K-theory of real C

-algebras with oeÆients in
setion 8.3.)
1.7 Organization of the thesis
In hapter 2, we introdue restrited produts in ategories that have nite produts, zero morphisms




is the olimit of the ltered

















The reason for doing so is beause ertain homologial funtors, for example, the topologial K-theory
funtors applied to Banah algebras, do not behave well with respet to oproduts, but behave well
with respet to nite produts and ltered olimits.
In hapter 3, we dene multipliation by a olumn-nite matrix N of nonnegative integers in ategories
that have restrited produts, as well as in ategories that have oproduts. We treat these two types of
ategories separately. Denition 3.1.1 lays out the ingredients that must be possessed by a ategory with
restrited produts, and Denition 3.4.5 lays out the ingredients that must be possessed by a ategory
with oproduts. Let 
N
denote multipliation by a matrix N in either of suh ategories. In setions 3.3







M;N . Subsequently, this result is applied in hapter 4 to dening quasi-funtors with oeÆients in an
abelian group G.
In the rst two setions of hapter 4, we dene oning and ning ategories (a ning ategory is dual to a
oning ategory) and give examples. In setion 4.3, we lay out preisely the properties that homologial
funtors must have in order that quasi-funtors and funtors with oeÆients an be dened. The
atual denition of quasi-funtors and funtors with oeÆients in a olumn-nite matrix of nonnegative
integers is made in setion 4.4. A universal oeÆient sequene for quasi-funtors with oeÆients is also
established (see Theorems 4.4.5 and 4.4.6). In setion 4.6, we dene quasi-funtors and funtors with
oeÆients in an abelian group for suitable oning and ning ategories.
In hapter 5, we fous on well-known examples of homologial funtors from algebrai topology and
introdue Adams' stable homotopy ategory of CW-spetra, whih plays a entral role in homology and
ohomology theories.
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In hapter 6, we examine how algebrai K-theory with oeÆients in a ountable abelian group an be
dened, using results from spetra.
In hapter 7, we disuss oning and ning ategories that have a tensor produt struture and show how
the tensor produt struture an be used to dene homologial funtors with oeÆients.
Finally in hapter 8, we disuss in detail topologial K-theory of C

-algebras with oeÆients in a
ountable abelian group.
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Chapter 2
Restrited produts
The purpose of this hapter is to develop the notion of restrited produts in a ategory that has nite




of objets of C indexed by I ,










. If all the objets C
i










C will be termed the restrited power of




: C ! C will be termed the restrited power funtor.
In suh a ategory, restrited produts will be used to dene the notion of multipliation by a olumn-
nite I J matrix N with nonnegative integer entries. To be more preise, having hosen some suitable











Suppose thatK : C ! A is a homologial funtor (the idea of whih was disussed in Chapter 1). Suppose
further that C has nite produts, zero morphisms and ltered olimits, and that the homologial funtor












will be a key ingredient used to dene the funtor K with oeÆients in a olumn-nite matrix N with
nonnegative integer entries.
2.1 Zero morphisms
Let C be a ategory with nite produts.
Taking produts indexed by the empty set ; yields a terminal objet 0 in C, whih by universality is
isomorphi to its power over any nite index set. In the ategory C, suppose further that for any objet
A in C, there is a distinguished morphism 0
0;A










Given objets A;B in C, dene the zero morphism 0
A;B









Then it an be readily seen that zero morphisms pre and post-ompose with all other morphisms to get
zero morphisms again. If there is no danger of onfusion, we denote zero morphisms also by 0.
Denition 2.1.1. Let C be a ategory with nite produts. We say that C is a ategory with nite
produts and zero morphisms if C is also equipped with zero maps with properties as given above.
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be a olletion of objets indexed by E. Then for all elements j 2 E, it is a onsequene






















































where the isomorphisms indiated are the anonial ones.
Examples 2.1.3. The ategory of pointed sets, the ategory of groups, the ategory of abelian groups,
the ategory of modules over a given ring, the ategory of pointed topologial spaes, the ategory of
nonunital rings, the ategory of C

-algebras (whether omplex or real), the ategory of Banah algebras,
the ategory of nonunital K -algebras over a ommutative ground ring K , and the ategories of either
hain omplexes or ohain omplexes over any additive ategory are all ategories with nite produts
and zero morphisms.
2.2 Denition and properties of restrited produts
Heneforth in this hapter, we suppose that C is a ategory with nite produts, zero morphisms and
ltered olimits. We now dene restrited produts for the ategory C.













































; j 2 E
0; j 2 E nE;
where j runs over all elements of E and 
E
j
































































































for all nite subsets E of I .








is a ltered diret system in the ategory






to be its ltered olimit. Thus, for eah
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all nite E  E.













If the index set I is nite, then learly the restrited produt over I and the usual produt over I oinide.



















































for all nite subsets E of I .










, it too is a funtor from C
I
to C.
If C is a ategory with nite produts, zero morphisms and ltered olimits, then C in partiular is




: C ! C dened from the more general restrited
produt funtors by applying them to opies of the same objet.
The restrited produt is also equipped with anonial projetions, dened as follows.
Let I; J be arbitrary index sets (they may or may not interset). For a nite subset E of J , we partition
E into the set E \ I , whih ould be an empty set, and the set E n I , whih is a subset of J that




















































































































for all nite index sets E;F suh













































from (2-3). Hene by universality
of the maps in
0
E;I






. It follows that the
anonial projetions pr
0
are in fat a generalization of the inlusion maps in
0
.
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Hene by universality of the maps in
0
E;I





















Proof. This follows from putting J  L in Lemma 2.2.1.
Corollary 2.2.3. Suppose I  J . Then in
0
I;J















































































The leftmost and rightmost triangles ommute by diagram 2-4, while the entre triangle ommutes by
appealing to the denition of pr
0
E;L
















whenever I  J and E is any nite index set (not




Lemma 2.2.5. Let K;L be any index sets. Then the projetion pr
0
K;L
is a natural transformation from








, namely, for any objets C;D of C









































Proof. First, note that the denition of pr
0
E;L













so this gives us the ommutativity of Diagram 2-5 for nite K.
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Let K;L be any index sets, let E be any nite subset of K, and onsider the following diagram











































































































































We round up our disussion of the anonial projetions pr
0
J;I















; j 2 E
0; j =2 E
(2-7)
for all nite subsets E of I and j 2 I . The leftmost equality is learly a speial ase of diagram 2-4 (or
of Lemma 2.2.1), while the rightmost equality follows simply from the denition of pr
0
E;I
for nite E by
setting I = fjg.
2.3 The notion of olumn-niteness








of morphisms olumn-nite if for eah
j 2 J , only nitely many f
ij


























For any index set I and any xed j 2 I , the projetion pr
0
I;j



































f; i = j
0; i 6= j
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Lemma 2.3.1. Let C be a ategory with nite produts, zero morphisms and ltered olimits, and let I
be an index set. Let ff
i




be a olumn-nite family of morphisms, that is, f
i
is nonzero for







































2 F(I) be the nite set of all i 2 I for whih f
i
6= 0. Then we have the following



























































is obtained by omposing arrows (i) and (ii).

































































































where E is a nite subset of I and the two isomorphisms indiated are the anonial ones.
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Lemma 2.4.1. Let C be a ategory with nite produts, zero morphisms and ltered olimits. Let I be



















2. For any olumn-nite family of morphisms ff
i




, the anonial map
(f
i










































3. The morphism 
I







following onditions are equivalent.
(a) g = h.



























; i 2 E











The universality of the maps in
0
E;I








. This proves (1).











omposing arrows (i), (ii) and (iii), where I
0
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In partiular, the ommutativity of the square follows from the denition of 
I
. This proves (2).
3. Suppose that 
I























Æ h for all i 2 I by part (2). Hene, 
I
Æ g = 
I
Æ h by
the universality of the maps 
I
i
, and g = h follows from the fat that 
I
is a monomorphism. This
proves the equivalene of (a) and (b).
Conversely, suppose (a) and (b) are equivalent. If 
I
Æ g = 
I























Æh for all i 2 I by part (2) again.
The equivalene of (a) and (b) then asserts that g = h. This shows that 
I
is a monomorphism.
2.5 Other important properties of restrited produts
In this setion, we prove other important properties of restrited produts that will be needed in subse-
quent hapters.
2.5.1 Finite produts
We start o by onsidering nite produts. The next three lemmas onerning nite produts are
probably well known. They are inluded for ompleteness.














and, rather often but not always, pr
0
F;E










, even if E;F are nite index sets.
Lemma 2.5.1. Let C be a ategory with nite produts and zero morphisms. Then for all nite index




































































































































where E  G and k 2 F .
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ommute beause that is the way the anonial isomorphisms indiated by the horizontal arrows in both















































ommutes by the naturality of the projetion maps 
F
k















































ommutes beause of the naturality of the inlusion maps in
0
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as k ranges over F .
Lemma 2.5.2. Let C be a ategory with nite produts and zero morphisms. Then for all nite index

































































































ommute beause that is the way the anonial isomorphisms indiated by the top horizontal arrows in
both diagrams are dened.
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with E  H
1
and F  H
2
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refer to the anonial projetions.


















































































































































































































































































































































































is an innite ardinal.




) are, we rst mention an important fat onerning restrited
produts over IJ , where I and J are index sets. Let C be an objet of a given ategory with restrited




C an also be obtained as a olimit over









{ see Berrik & Keating [4℄, Exerise 5.1.8(b).
Let 





) : For all objets C of C and index sets I; J of ardinality < 









































C is the unique morphism indued by the

































































ommute for all nite subsets E of I and all nite subsets F of J .
 RP2(

) : For all objets C of C and disjoint index sets I; J of ardinality < 
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ommute for all nite subsets E of I and all nite subsets F of J .





ially hold, where 
0
denotes the ardinality of the set of natural numbers.




-homomorphisms, (the ase of
real C






























is to take the



























for whih given any  > 0, there are at most a nite num-




k  . For nite I , the omplete diret sum is simply a nite produt of
C

-algebras (in the literature, these are also alled diret sums, even though they are not oproduts).




) for any innite ardinal 

. For a C

-algebra

















































































; p 2 I ;








; q 2 J ;
0; q =2 J
Example 2.5.6. Let Rng denote the ategory of nonunital rings and nonunital ring homomorphisms.





















6= 0 for at most a nite number of i 2 I .




) for any innite ardinal 

. For a nonunital






























given in a way similar to the ase of C

-algebras.
Lemma 2.5.7. Suppose that C is a ategory with restrited produts suh that RP1(

) is satised for
some innite ardinal 

. Then for any index sets I; J; L of ardinality < 

with I  L, and any objet
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ommutes, where the isomorphisms indiated are the anonial ones.































































































































































































where E varies over the nite subsets of I , F varies over the nite subsets of J , and G varies over the
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The proof for the ommutativity of the other half of diagram 2-11 is similar and is omitted.
Lemma 2.5.8. Suppose that C is a ategory with restrited produts suh that RP1(

) is satised for
some innite ardinal 





of ardinality < 

with I  K
1
, J  K
2
,









































































Proof. For index sets I  K
1
, J  K
2
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Lemma 2.5.9. Suppose that C is a ategory with restrited produts suh that RP2(

) is satised for
some innite ardinal 





of ardinality < 











































































ommutes, where the isomorphisms indiated are the anonial ones.



































































































































































































































































where E varies over all nite subsets of I , F varies over all nite subsets of J , H
1





varies over all nite subsets of K
2
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are satised for some innite ardinal 

. Then for any index sets I; J;K;L of ardinality < 

with














































































this identiation, and dene the injetion I tJ ,! LK as sending i 2 I to (0; i) 2 LK and sending
j 2 J to (1; j) 2 LK.
























































































































with respet to this identiation, and dene the injetion K tK ,! LK as sending k 2 K
0
to
(0; k) 2 LK and sending k 2 K
1























































































































and hene the result.
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2.6 Aable ategories
Lemma 2.6.1. Let C be a ategory with nite produts, zero morphisms and ltered olimits. Let 

be
a ardinal. In C, ltered olimits over index sets of ardinality < 

ommute with nite powers if and
only if ltered olimits over index sets of ardinality < 

ommute with all restrited powers.
Proof. Let I be an index set of ardinality < 

, let J be another index set, and let fC
i
g be a ltered
diret system of objets of C indexed by I whose olimit is C. If ltered olimits over index sets of
ardinality < 




















































The onverse is trivial.
Denition 2.6.2. Let 

be an innite ardinal. A ategory C with nite produts, zero morphisms
and ltered olimits is termed aable of type 

if in C, ltered olimits over index sets of ardinality
< 

ommute with nite produts. In partiular, suh ltered olimits ommute with nite powers
(nite produts applied to the same objet), and hene, with all restrited powers (restrited produts
applied to the same objet).
Examples 2.6.3.
1. Any semi-additive ategory with nite produts and ltered olimits over index sets of ardinality
< 

is an aable ategory of type 

. In suh a ategory, nite produts are biproduts and
restrited produts over index sets of ardinality < 





2. The ategory of pointed topologial spaes is not aable beause in general, ltered olimits do not
ommute with nite produts. However, the ategory of ompatly generated pointed topologial
spaes is aable of type 

for any innite ardinal 

.
Lemma 2.6.4. Let C be an aable ategory of type 






) of setion 2.5.
Proof. Suppose that I; J are index sets of ardinality < 

. Fix an objet C of C. Let E;E be nite








As E;F vary over all nite subsets of I; J respetively, the sets E  F vary over all nite subsets of
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These anonial inlusions also form a ltered diret system whih we label as FDS2 as E;F vary over




and using the fat that ltered olimits over
index sets of ardinality < 

















By Lemmas 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, for nite subsets E;E of I with E  E and nite subsets F; F of J

























where the horizontal arrows are the anonial isomorphisms and the vertial arrows are the obvious
inlusions. This family of ommutative diagrams form a morphism of ltered diret systems from FDS1












whih must be an isomorphism beause all the horizontal arrows dening the morphism between the























































for all nite subsets E of I and all nite subsets F of J also follows by our onstrution, and we have
therefore shown that the ategory C satises ondition RP1(

).
The proof that the ategory C also satises ondition RP2(

) is similar and is omitted.
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Chapter 3
Multipliation by a matrix N
In this hapter, we will dene the notion of multipliation by a olumn-nite matrix with nonnegative
integer entries.
In this, as well as subsequent hapters, we will onsider two dierent ases. The rst ase is if we have
an abelian ategory A, a ategory C that has restrited produts, and a homologial funtor K : C ! A
that sends restrited produts to oproduts. We hoose a suitable funtor M : C ! C and onstrut, for































K(MC) in A, whih under suitable additional assumptions, orresponds
to multipliation by N in A as well.
The seond ase is if we have an abelian ategory A, a ategory C that has oproduts, and a homologial
funtor K : C ! A that preserves oproduts. Then we hoose a suitable funtor M : C ! C and on-










involving opower funtors on C, where by the term \opower funtor" we mean the oprodut funtor
applied to the same objet.
3.1 Categories with restrited produts and aggregation
Denition 3.1.1. Let C be a ategory with nite produts and zero morphisms. Fix an innite ardinal


suh that the ategory C satises ondition RP1(

) of setion 2.5. Note that any ategory with nite
produts and zero morphisms automatially satises RP1(
0
). Assume that C has ltered olimits if we
wish to onsider restrited produts taken over innite index sets; else, we do not make this assumption.
Suppose also that the following properties are satised:
1. There is a funtor M : C ! C alled the stabilization funtor, and for every index set I of
ardinality < 












restrited power funtor regarded as a funtor on C. We all the natural transformation r
I
the
aggregation transformation with respet to I .
2. Whenever I; J are index sets of ardinality < 
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Remark 3.1.2. Suppose that J is an innite index set of ardinality < 

and C is an objet of
























MC ! MC is the unique map arising from the
















We say that (C;
Q
0





is equal to 
0
, we an use the notation (C;
Q
;M;r) to indiate that we are onerned only with
nite produts (the ategory C itself may well have ltered olimits).
Remark 3.1.3. Suppose that C is a ategory with nite produts, zero morphisms and ltered olimits
together with a stabilization funtor M : C ! C, and suppose that for an index set J , we have dened




























































Hene, to show that a partiular ategory C with nite produts, zero morphisms and ltered olimits
together with a stabilization funtor M : C ! C is a ategory with restrited produts and aggregation
of type 
+1
(the next innite ardinal above 









on C for an index set V of ardinality 

. Note that there is the tehnial requirement that subsequently,
all index sets under onsideration are identied as subsets of V . In partiular, we identify N as a subset










































1. (Semi-additive ategories.) Let A be a semi-additive ategory with nite produts and ltered
olimits over index sets of ardinality < 

. (A denition and basi properties of semi-additive
ategories an be found in setion 40 of Herrlih & Streker [22℄.) In A, nite produts and nite




is the oprodut funtor
`
I
. We may take M to be the identity funtor Id
A
on A. For any index
set I of ardinality < 
















. Reall that for an objet C of A, the summation 
I




C ! C arising from the universal property of the oprodut
`
I
C applied to the olletion
of identity maps id
C




























;) is a ategory with restrited produts and aggre-
gation of type 

.
2. (Category of C

-algebras.) The primary referenes for this example are: Blakadar [8℄ setion
II.9 (on tensor produts of C

-algebras), and Proposition 3.2 of Berrik & Matthey [6℄ (onstruting
the aggregation transformations).




-homomorphisms, (the ase of real
C






innite ardinal. Let `
2
C





jV j of omplex numbers. Let K = K(`
2
C
(V )) be the C





let M : C ! C be the tensor produt funtor   
 K. Note that sine K is a nulear C

-algebra,
there is only one possible C

-norm on the algebrai tensor produt A

C
K for any C

-algebra A,
and thus the maximal and minimal tensor produt on A 
 K oinide. In this notation, we have
K = MC . The funtor M ommutes with nite produts and ltered olimits.











 ! V  V;














as follows: Regard an element of `
2
C




as a funtion V ! C . Then the map 

sends h 2 `
2
C








be the standard orthonormal basis of `
2
C





1; x = i; y = j;
0; otherwise:
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In other words, e
ij





be the standard orthonormal basis of `
2
C





1; x = i;
0; otherwise:
In other words, g
i
an be thought of as a V -dimensional olumn vetor with 1 in the i
th
oordinate
and 0 everywhere else. Then the map 









































whih sends a linear operator T 2 K(`
2
C












In terms of basis elements, if T 2 K(`
2
C






























































(V  V ) given by
~
f(m;n) = f(m)(n).
















1; m = i; n = j;
0; otherwise:



































(V  V ))







(V )) to the operator





(V  V )):





















whih is given as follows: Suppose that ff
i
: i 2 V g is a olletion of elements of K(`
2
C



























where, if we are provided with any olletion fh
i
: i 2 V g of elements of `
2
C
















































































(V )) = K = MC :
Let A be any C

































M! M for all index sets I that































K;r) is a ategory with restrited produts and aggregation of type 
+1
.
Sine the innite ardinal 





K;r) is a ategory
with restrited produts and aggregation of type 

for any innite ardinal 

, provided that we
x a well-ordered set V of ardinality 

and assume that all index sets under onsideration are
subsets are V .
3. (Category of nonunital rings.) Let Rng be the ategory of nonunital rings and nonunital
ring homomorphisms. Heneforth, a nonunital ring will be alled a rng, and a nonunital ring
homomorphism will be alled a rng homomorphism. For a rng A, let MA denote the rng of
N N matries over A having only a nite number of nonzero entries. We an think of MA as the




Note that the rng MA has addition and multipliation operations dened as follows:
(+ )(i; j) = (i; j) + (i; j);




for any elements ;  2 MA, where (i; j) denotes the (i; j)-entry of . Then M : C ! C is a
funtor whih ommutes with nite produts and ltered olimits.






















(i)) for all i 2 N. We laim that


: M ÆM! M
is a natural isomorphism of funtors Rng! Rng (see Berrik [2℄, hapter 1).
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Firstly, it is easy enough to see that 

is an additive homomorphism. To hek that 

preserves















































































































































We have therefore shown that 

A




















represent various opies of N,































































































all i and C
i


















; :::g denotes the matrix in M(MA) whose

































ÆM! M exist for all ountable index
sets I that are identied as subsets of N, and we have exhibited (Rng;
Q
0
;M;r) as a ategory
with restrited produts and aggregation of type 
1
.
4. (Homotopy ategory of pointed topologial spaes.) Consider the ategoryTop

of pointed




be a homotopy invariant
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funtor with the property that MY is a homotopy assoiative H-spae for any pointed spae Y






















are the multipliation maps dening
MX and MY respetively as H-spaes. (The denition and basi properties of H-spaes an be
found in standard books on algebrai topology like Maunder [36℄ and Hather [21℄.) An important
example of suh a funtor M is the loop funtor 
, or more generally, 

m
for any positive integer
m. Another example is the funtor J that sends a pointed spae X to its James onstrution J(X)
(see James [26℄).




MY ! MY as follows:
Let r
1
: MY ! MY be the identity and let r
2
: MY MY ! MY be the multipliation map
u
M(Y )






MY ! MY has been








































for any positive integer n. If E is an arbitrary nonempty nite subset of N, we embed E as


















is independent of the hoie of positive integer m by the arguments that follow.




















































ommutes up to based homotopy, where the vertial arrows are the obvious inlusions and the
arrow MY ! MY MY is the inlusion into the rst oordinate (in other words, all the vertial
arrows exept for the identity MY ! MY map to the basepoint in the last omponent). The
rightmost square in partiular ommutes up to homotopy as it is part of the oherene diagram
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is, up to homotopy, independent of the hoie of positive integer m. We an also onlude that for























are homotopi in Top

.
Let C = HTop

denote the based homotopy ategory of Top

, whih is the quotient ategory of
Top

by the relation of based homotopy. Then for any pointed spae Y , the spae MY is a natural
monoidal objet in HTop













;M;r) is a ategory with nite
produts and aggregation of type 
0
.
Remark 3.1.5. In the appliations, the loop spaes 
(X) will be of partiular interest to us.
They are homotopy assoiative H-spaes with homotopy inverse, that is, they are H-groups. This
implies that they are natural group objets in the ategory HTop

, not just natural monoidal
objets. Note that for a loop spae 















(2t); 0  t  1=2;

2
(2t  1); 1=2  t  1:
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3.2 Multipliation by N in a ategory with restrited produts
and aggregation
In this setion, we will dene the notion of multipliation by a olumn-nite I  J matrix N with




;M;r) be a ategory with restrited produts and aggregation of type 

. For eah positive
integer n, dene a natural transformation 
n















is the diagonal map. For n = 0, we regard 
0





zero map from MC to MC.




be a olumn-nite I  J matrix with nonnegative integer entries, where I and J










be opies of the same objet C of C. Note




has at most a nite number of
nonzero entries, that is, n
ij
is nonzero for at most nitely many i 2 I . Hene, for eah j 2 J , we an,



















































































































































ÆM is a natural transformation on C. For the ase where N = (n) is a 11
nonnegative matrix, the natural transformation 
N




Example 3.2.1. Let C be a semi-additive ategory with arbitrary oproduts. As noted in Chapter 1,
for suh a ategory, there is a very natural notion of multipliation by a olumn-nite I  J matrix N











that generalizes the notion of matrix multipliation. It turns out that in C, if we regard oproduts
as restrited produts, the map 
N
dened in Equation 3-3 orresponds preisely with the natural and
anonial map N . This will be proved in the lemma that follows.
By way of an example, onsider the ategory Ab of abelian groups, whih is an abelian ategory
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and so we may represent the morphism 
N
























































































It an thus be seen that in the ategory Ab, 
N
ats the usual multipliation by N for any olumn-nite
matrix N .
Lemma 3.2.2. Let C be a semi-additive ategory with oproduts over index sets of ardinality < 

for
some innite ardinal 

. Regard oproduts in C as restrited produts. Then for any olumn-nite IJ
matrix N with nonnegative integer entries suh that jI j; jJ j < 

, the map 
N
dened in Equation 3-3
orresponds preisely with the natural and anonial map N  that arises from the semi-additive struture
of C, if we regard r as the usual summation .
Proof. Reall that in a semi-additive ategory C, the morphism sets Mor
C
(A;B) are endowed with the
struture of a ommutative monoid suh that omposition of morphisms is left and right distributive
over the monoidal addition operation +. Furthermore, if C has nite oproduts, then C also has nite
produts and nite biproduts, and all three items oinide. In this ase, if f; g : A! B are morphisms

































where  and  refer to the diagonal map and the summation map respetively.
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whih oinides with the denition of 
n
provided in Equation 3-2 when we regard the summation  as
the aggregation map r.
LetN = (n
ij








































is the nite subset of all i 2 I for whih n
ij








C is the anonial






















ommute for all i 2 I
j
0














dened in Lemma 2.3.1.












































































































































































for all j 2 J . As a result, the universal property of the oprodut
`
J

































is equal to the map N . Consequently, the map N  as given in diagram 3-4 oinides preisely with the
map 
N
dened in Equation 3-3.
The following lemma tells us what onditions we should impose on a homologial funtor K : C ! A so





















in the abelian ategory A.
Lemma 3.2.3. Suppose that (C;
Q
0
;M;r) is a ategory with restrited produts and aggregation of type


. Let A be a semi-additive ategory with oproduts over index sets of ardinality < 

, and suppose
that F : C ! A is a funtor that preserves zero morphisms and onverts restrited produts taken over
index sets of ardinality < 

into oproduts. Then the following statements are equivalent.
1. For any index set J of ardinality stritly less than 





Æ F ÆM on C.
2. For all nonnegative integers n and objets C of C, F (
n
) : F (MC) ! F (MC) is multipliation by
n in the ategory A.
3. For any index sets I; J of ardinality stritly less than 

, any olumn-nite I  J nonnegative














is multipliation by N in the ategory A.














to the identity map id
F (MC)
.








on C. Clearly statement (2) holds for n = 0. For n  1, we have F (
n



























. Also, beause F




) is the diagonal map. It follows that F (
n
) is multipliation by n in
the ategory A.
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on C. But from the proof of Lemma 3.2.2, the omposite 3-6 is preisely multipliation by N in the
ategory A as speied in diagram 3-4.
(3) ) (2): This impliation holds beause (2) is just the speial ase of (3) orresponding to N
being a 1 1 matrix.
(2) ) (4): This impliation holds beause (4) is just the speial ase of (2) orresponding to
n = 1.
(4) ) (1): Suppose that statement (4) holds. Let J be an index set of ardinality stritly less
than 

















to the identity map id
F (MC)


















ommutes for all j 2 J . By the universal property of the oprodut
`
J








If a funtor F : C ! A satises the hypothesis and the equivalent onditions in Lemma 3.2.3, we term
it aggregatable.







nite matries M;N for a ategory with restrited produts
and aggregation
If M is a olumn-nite K  I matrix and N is a olumn-nite I  J matrix, a natural question that






equal. The purpose of this setion
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 RP3(

) : For any index set I of ardinality < 






. In partiular, this means that whenever A is an objet of C and E is



























































whih ommutes for every nite subset E of I is also an isomorphism.





















































































) : For any index sets K;L of ardinality < 








































ommutes, where the isomorphism indiated is the anonial one.
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 RP5(

) : For any index sets K;L of ardinality < 

















































ommutes, where the isomorphism indiated is the anonial one.




), the map 
N



































































































































































is naturally isomorphi to M as funtors from C to C. If this is the ase, then we an also













































The situation where M
2
is naturally ismorphi to M as funtors from C to C ours in examples 1,2 and
3 of 3.1.4, but not in example 4 (the loop funtor 











) hold, then for any index sets K;L of ardinality < 
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ommutes.







) hold if we regard oproduts as restrited produts, the funtor M as the identity
funtor on C itself, and
e





izations of the properties of oproduts in semi-additive ategories to restrited produts in more general
ategories.
Lemma 3.3.5. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r) be a ategory with restrited produts and aggregation of type 

.




) hold in C. Then ondition RP4(

) also holds in C.
Proof. Note that ondition RP3(










































ommutes. Let K;L be innite index sets of ardinality < 

, let E;F be nite subsets of K;L respe-
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Lemma 3.3.6. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r) be a ategory with restrited produts and aggregation of type 

.




) hold in C. Then ondition RP5(

) also holds in C.
Proof. Sine RP5(
0









































ommutes. Let K;L be innite index sets of ardinality < 

, let E;F be nite subsets of K;L respe-
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Proposition 3.3.7. Let (C;
Q
0














Proof. Reall that for any objet C of C, 
n

































































































































































MC. By ondition RP4(







































































) are satised, then for all disjoint nite index sets E;F ,
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Proof. Let W = E t F be the disjoint union of E and F . Let L be any nite index set ontaining the
numbers 0 and 1. By Lemma 2.5.10 applied to the innite ardinal 
0
(whih holds in any ategory with

































































ommutes, where we dene the injetion E tF ,! LW as sending i 2 E to (0; i) 2 LW and sending




















































ommutes by the naturality of the inlusion maps in
0

























































































































and hene the result.









































: B ! B.
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and hene the Lemma for k = 2.
The proof for the general ase is by indution. Let P
k





































: B ! B.
Note that statement P
2
has just been proven.
Assume P
k 1



























































































































is, by statement P
k 1






























is, by Proposition 3.3.7, equal to 
n
k










































































































































































































































: B ! B. This proves the indutive step and hene the
Lemma.




) are satised. Then for any index sets
I; J;K of ardinality < 

, and any K  I nonnegative olumn-nite matrix M and I  J nonnegative
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be the nite subset of K for whih p
kj
6= 0, and let N
j
0
be the nite subset of I for whih n
ij
6= 0.
For eah i 2 I , let M
i
0
be the nite subset of K for whih m
ki
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, the map 
p
kj
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and i 2 N
j
0















































































































































































































































































































































































, ompleting the proof.
Corollary 3.3.11. Let C be a semi-additive ategory with oproduts over index sets of ardinality < 

.
For any index sets I; J;K of ardinality < 

, and any K  I nonnegative olumn-nite matrix M and
I  J nonnegative olumn-nite matrix N , (M )(N ) =MN  on C.




) are satised, and that for any objet C of
C, the map 
1










(see (3-2)) is a monomorphism. Then 
1
: MC ! MC must be the identity on MC.
Proof. Note that 
1
: MC ! MC is simply the identity map on MC. Sine the map r
1
: MC ! MC is














1. In the ategory Cstar of omplex C

-algebras and the ategory Rng of nonunital rings { Example
3.1.4(2) and Example 3.1.4(3) respetively, the map 
1
: MC ! MC is in general not the identity













does not hold in general.
In partiular, ondition RP4(
0













































does not in general ommute.
2. In the based homotopy ategory HTop






hold if we hoose the stabilization funtor M to be the funtor 

m
for some positive integer m, and






for onformable nite dimensional matries M;N with nonnegative
integer entries.
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3.4 Categories with o-aggregation and oproduts
In this setion, we dene the notion of multipliation by N in a ategory C that has oproduts and zero
morphisms.
Let C be a ategory with oproduts. Taking oproduts indexed by the empty set ; yields an initial
objet 0 in C, whih by universality is isomorphi to its opower over any index set. In the ategory C,
suppose further that for any objet A in C, there is a distinguished morphism 0
A;0
: A! 0 suh that for
all morphisms f : A! B, 0
B;0
Æ f = 0
A;0





Given objets A;B in C, dene the zero morphism 0
A;B









Then it an be readily seen that zero morphisms pre and post-ompose with all other morphisms to get
zero morphisms again. If there is no danger of onfusion, we denote zero morphisms also by 0.
Denition 3.4.1. Let C be a ategory with oproduts. We say that C is a ategory with oproduts
and zero morphisms if C is also equipped with zero maps with properties as given above.
Remark 3.4.2. In a ategory with oproduts and zero morpshisms, for all index sets I and elements

























































where the isomorphisms indiated are the anonial ones.
Let C be a ategory with oproduts and zero morphisms. Then for any objet C of C and any index sets









C arising from the universal property of the oprodut
`
J





























; j 2 I ;
0; j =2 I:


















is the same as that






is the identity map.
We now list down some properties of the maps pr
0
J;I
. The veriation of these properties is routine and
is omitted.
Lemma 3.4.3. Let C be a ategory with oproduts and zero morphisms.














is mono and pr
0
J;I
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3. Let K;L be any index sets. Then pr
0
K;L
is a natural transformation from the opower funtor
`
K
to the opower funtor
`
L
































































































ommutes, where the isomorphisms indiated are the anonial ones.



































































ommutes, where the isomorphisms indiated are the anonial ones.




are index sets suh that either I  K
1
, or I  K
1
, or J  K
2
, or J  K
2
.
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ommutes, where we identify 2 = f0; 1g as a subset of L, dene the map pr
0
L;2
with respet to this
identiation, and regard I t J as a subset of L  K via an injetive map I t J ,! L  K that
sends i 2 I to (0; i) 2 LK and j 2 J to (1; j) 2 LK.
Before we give a formal denition of a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts, it is worthwhile
investigating how the onstrution given in Example 3.1.4(4) an be dualized.
Example 3.4.4. Consider the ategory Top





be a homotopy invariant funtor with the property that MY is a homotopy oassoiative o-H-spae
(some authors all this an H
0
-spae { Maunder [36℄, for instane) for any pointed spae Y , and for any




















are the omultipliation maps dening MX and MY
respetively as o-H-spaes. An important example of suh a funtor M is the redued suspension funtor
S that sends every pointed spae X to its smash produt with the 1-sphere S
1
, or more generally, S
m
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for any positive integer m. In fat, beause the m-sphere S
m
is loally ompat (in fat, ompat) and
Hausdor, the funtor S
m
whih is naturally isomorphi to  ^ S
m




as a funtor on Top

and also as a funtor on the homotopy ategory HTop

. As a result, the funtor
S
m




(and dually, the funtor 

m















: MY ! MY be the identity map, and let 
2
: MY ! MY _MY be the omultipliation
map v
MY
that is part of the o-H-spae struture on MY . Assume that 
n
has been dened, where



















































This denition of 
E
is, up to homotopy, independent of the hoie of m, as explained below.



















































ommutes up to homotopy in Top

, where the vertial arrows are the obvious projetions and the seond
vertial arrow from the left is the projetion onto the rst oordinate (in other words, eah of the vertial
maps exept for the identity MY ! MY is the onstant map on restrition to the rightmost oordinate).
In partiular, the leftmost square ommutes up to homotopy beause it is part of the oherene diagram
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is, up to homotopy, inde-























are homotopi in Top

.
Let C = HTop

. Then M : C ! C is a funtor whih sends every objet C of C to a natural omonoidal





ÆM is a natural transformation on C.
With this guiding example in mind, we an now proeed to write down the axioms of a ategory with
o-aggregation and oproduts.
Denition 3.4.5. Let C be a ategory with zero morphisms and oproduts over index sets of ardinality
< 

for some innite ardinal 

. Suppose also that the following properties are satised:
1. There is a funtor M : C ! C alled the o-stabilization funtor, and for every nite index set







on C. We all 
I
the o-aggregation transformation with respet to I .






















We say that (C;
`
;M;) is a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type 

.
Remark 3.4.6. Suppose that a ategory C has zero morphisms and oproduts over index sets of
ardinality < 

for some innite ardinal 

, and suppose that for an index set J (whih an be nite


















































MC. Hene, to show that a partiular ategory with zero morphisms
and oproduts over index sets of ardinality < 

together with a o-stabilization funtor M : C ! C is







Note that there is the tehnial requirement that subsequently, all index sets under onsideration are































1. (Semi-additive ategories.) Let A be a semi-additive ategory with oproduts over index sets
of ardinality < 

. Similar to the ase of restrited produts and aggregation, we may take M to
































;) is a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type 

.
2. (Homotopy ategory of pointed topologial spaes.) Let Top

denote the ategory of
pointed topologial spaes and let C = HTop






;M;) is a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type 

for any innite ardinal


, where M and  are as dened earlier.
Remark 3.4.8. In the appliations, the spaes S(X) = X ^ S
1
, where S denotes the redued
suspension and S
1
denotes the 1-sphere, will be of partiular interest to us. They are homotopy
oassoiative o-H-spaes with homotopy oinverse, that is, they are o-H-groups. This implies
that they are natural ogroup objets in the ategory HTop

, not just natural omonoidal objets.
The omultipliation map v : S(X)! S(X) _ S(X) dening S(X) as a o-H-spae is given, up to
homotopy, by:
v(x ^ t) =
(
(x ^ (2t); pt); 0  t  1=2;
(pt; x ^ (2t  1)); 1=2  t  1;
for x 2 X and t 2 S
1
, where pt denotes the basepoint.
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;M;) be a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type 

. In C, multipliation by





















MC. For n = 0, we regard 
0
as the



























: MB ! MC;











































































is the nite subset of I suh that n
ij











































We have the following result:
Lemma 3.5.1. Let C be a semi-additive ategory with oproduts over index sets of ardinality < 

for
some innite ardinal 

. Then for any olumn-nite I  J matrix N with nonnegative integer entries
suh that jI j; jJ j < 

, the map 
N
dened in diagram 3-19 orresponds preisely with the natural and
anonial map N  that arises from the semi-additive struture of C, if we regard the o-aggregation  as
the usual diagonal map.
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Proof. If the o-aggregation maps 
n





C, then it is lear that the onstrution of 
N
given above imitates the onstrution of N 
using the semi-additive struture in the ategory C. (See the proof of Lemma 3.2.2.)
The following lemma tells us what onditions we should impose on a homologial funtor K : C ! A



















in the abelian ategory A.
Lemma 3.5.2. Suppose that (C;
`
;M;) is a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type 

.
Let A be a semi-additive ategory with oproduts over index sets of ardinality < 

, and suppose that
F : C ! A is a funtor that preserves zero morphisms and oproduts taken over index sets of ardinality
< 

. Then the following statements are equivalent.








2. For all nonnegative integers n, F (
n
) : F (MC)! F (MC) is multipliation by n in the ategory A.
3. For any index sets I; J of ardinality stritly less than 

, any olumn-nite I  J nonnegative














is multipliation by N in the ategory A.













to the identity map id
F (MC)
.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Lemma 3.2.3.






on C. Clearly statement (2) holds for n = 0. For n  1, we have F (
n






























, whih is the
usual diagonal map in A. Also, beause F preserves oproduts, F (
n
MC
) is the summation map in A.
It follows that F (
n
) is multipliation by n in the ategory A. Hene, statement (2) holds. Then it is
lear that statement (3) also holds beause the onstrution of 
N
given in diagram 3-19 imitates the
onstrution of N  using the semi-additive struture in the ategory C as in diagram 3-4.
(3) ) (2): This impliation holds beause (2) is just the speial ase of (3) orresponding to N
being a 1 1 matrix.
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(2) ) (4): This impliation holds beause (4) is just the speial ase of (2) orresponding to
n = 1.
(4) ) (1): Suppose that statement (4) holds. Let J be any nite index set and let j 2 J be













to the identity id
F (MC)



















ommutes for all j 2 J . By the universal property of the produt
L
J










If a funtor F : C ! A satises the hypothesis and equivalent onditions of Lemma 3.5.2, we term it
o-aggregatable.







nite matries M;N for a ategory with o-aggregation and
oproduts
Let C be a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type 

. Consider the following additional
property:



































Note that it is not neessary to require that the o-stabilization funtor M ommute with nite opowers.
Remark 3.6.1. In a semi-additive ategory C with oproduts over sets of ardinality < 

, ondition
CP holds if we regard the funtor M as the identity funtor on C itself and the funtor  as the usual
diagonal funtor.
Proposition 3.6.2. Let (C;
`
;M;) be a ategory with o-aggregation and nite oproduts. Suppose







Proof. Reall that for any objet C of C, 
n
























































































































































































































Lemma 3.6.3. If ondition CP holds, then for all disjoint nite index sets E;F and objets B = MC,
















































Proof. Let W = EtF be the disjoint union of E and F . Let L = f0; 1g be an index set of two elements.
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ommutes, where we identify E t F as a subset of LW via a map that sends i 2 E to (0; i) 2 LW


















































ommutes by naturality of the projetion maps pr
0








































































































and hene the result.


























































: B ! B.
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is, by Proposition 3.6.2, equal to the map 
n
k


























































: B ! B:
The proofs of Proposition 3.6.2 and Lemma 3.6.4 an be obtained from that of Proposition 3.3.7 and
Lemma 3.3.9 respetively by replaing restrited produts of objets with oproduts of objets, replaing
the aggregation map
e
r with the summation , and replaing the diagonal map with the o-aggregation
map .
The proof of the following result an similarly be obtained from that of Theorem 3.3.10.
Theorem 3.6.5. Let C be a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type 

. Suppose that
ondition CP is satised. Then for any index sets I; J;K of ardinality < 

, and any KI nonnegative







Proof. (Outline) Let B = MC, where C is any objet of C. For an I  J olumn-nite matrix N with


































By imitating the proof of Theorem 3.3.10, replaing restrited produts of objets with oproduts
of objets, replaing the aggregation map
e
r with the summation , and replaing the diagonal map
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: B ! B as well as the map

MN























































































and where for eah j 2 J , N
j
0
is the nite subset of I for whih n
ij




nite subset of K for whih m
ki







Example 3.6.6. In the based homotopy ategory HTop

of pointed topologial spaes { Example
3.4.7(2), property CP holds if we hoose the o-stabilization funtor M to be S
m
for some positive






for onformable nite dimensional matries M;N with
nonnegative integer entries.
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Chapter 4
Quasi-funtors and funtors with
oeÆients
In a triangulated ategory C, a homologial funtor K : C ! A is a funtor from C to an abelian ategory

























   ;
where T denotes the invertible translation endofuntor on C. Of ourse, we want to extend the denition
of homologial funtors to ategories that are not neessarily triangulated or even semi-additive. Our
denition of homologial funtors should inlude the usual funtors of interest to mathematiians working
in homologial algebra, homotopy theory, and K-theory.
First, we will give a formal denition of oning and ning ategories, and homologial funtors that at






















dened in the previous hapter to dene quasi-funtors and funtors with oeÆients in a olumn-nite
matrix N with nonnegative integer entries. Finally, we will investigate onditions under whih we an
dene quasi-funtors and funtors with oeÆients in an abelian group G.
4.1 Coning and ning ategories
Denition 4.1.1. Let C be a ategory with zero morphisms. The ategory C may ontain either nite
produts or nite oproduts, but we will not be onerned with this now. Suppose that C satises these
properties:
C1. There is an endofuntor T : C ! C that preserves zero morphisms. The funtor T is not neessarily
invertible. We all T the translation endofuntor.
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in whih the top row is a sequene in Cones and the vertial arrows are isomorphisms, then
the bottom row is also a sequene in Cones. We all the sequenes of maps in Cones oning
sequenes.









where the objet C need not depend funtorially on f .























in whih the rows are oning sequenes and the square on the left ommutes, then there is some
morphism  : C ! C
0



























ommute. In addition, if  and  are isomorphisms, we an hoose the ll-in map  to be an
isomorphism as well.
Then we all (C; T ) a oning ategory.
In addition, suppose that there is an abelian ategory A and a funtor K : C ! A that preserves

























of A-objets. Then we all K a homologial funtor, and we an denote the oning ategory by
(C; T ;K) if we wish to fous our attention exlusively on the homologial funtor K.
Examples 4.1.2.
1. (Triangulated Categories as Coning Categories.) Let C be a triangulated ategory with
invertible endofuntor T . Regard the olletion of distinguished triangles in C as the olletion
Cones of oning sequenes. Then (C; T ) is a oning ategory as a onsequene of some of the usual
axioms of a triangulated ategory.
A triangulated ategory is equipped with more struture than a oning ategory, for instane, it
is equipped with the rotation axiom (the turning of the triangle) as well as the otahedral axiom.
However these are not needed to dene funtors with oeÆients.
The usual denition of a homologial funtor K : C ! A that ats on a triangulated ategory C as
stated in the prefae to this hapter oinides preisely with the denition of a homologial funtor
provided in Denition 4.1.1.
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2. (Model Categories as Coning Categories.) Note: Some standard referenes for model at-
egories inlude Quillen [46℄ (D.G. Quillen was the original inventor of the theory of model ate-
gories), Dwyer & Spalinski [17℄ (a very readable aount of the basi fats about model ategories),
and Hovey [25℄ (a omprehensive aount of the relationship between a model ategory and its
homotopy ategory).
LetM be a pointed model ategory and let Ho(M) be its homotopy ategory. There is a suspension




whih is dened using the natural losed
ation of the homotopy ategory of pointed simpliial sets on Ho(M) { see for instane setion 5.7
of Hovey [25℄. For any objet X , 
n
(X) is a natural ogroup objet in Ho(M) for any n  1,
abelian as soon as n  2.














in M where A;B are obrant objets, f : A! B is a obration in M, (g; C) is the okernel, or

























in Ho(M), where the vertial arrows are isomorphisms and  is -equivariant in Ho(M). In other
words, if v : C ! C
`
A is the natural o-ation in Ho(M) of A on C (dened, for example, in
Theorem 6.2.1 of Hovey [25℄) and v
0
: Z ! Z
`




















































is the map in Ho(M) dening the o-ation of X on Z. It is known that the olletion of
shortened ober sequenes satises onditions C2-C4 of Denition 4.1.1 (see for instane setion
6.3 and 6.5 of Hovey [25℄). Thus, (Ho(M);) is a oning ategory if we regard the olletion of
shortened ober sequenes in Ho(M) as the olletion Cones of oning sequenes.
A homologial funtor K : Ho(M) ! A is a funtor from Ho(M) to an abelian ategory A that
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of A-objets. A typial example of suh a funtor is the funtor [ ;W ℄ for any abelian group objet
W of Ho(M), where [X;Y ℄ denotes the (pointed) set of morphisms in Ho(M) from X to Y (with
basepoint regarded as the zero map). Note that in this ase, [ ;W ℄ is regarded as a funtor from
Ho(M) to Ab
op
































Before we provide further examples, it is appropriate to mention the onept of a ning ategory, whih
is dual to that of a oning ategory.
Denition 4.1.3. A ning ategory (C; T ) is a ategory C with zero morphisms that satises N1 to N4
below:
N1. There is an endofuntor T : C ! C that preserves zero morphisms. The funtor T is not neessarily
invertible. We all T the translation endofuntor.









































in whih the top row is a sequene in Nings and the vertial arrows are isomorphisms, then the
bottom row is also a sequene in Nings. We all the sequenes of maps in Nings ning sequenes.









where the objet P need not depend funtorially on f .























in whih the rows are ning sequenes and the square on the right ommutes, then there is some
morphism  : P ! P
0



























ommute. In addition, if  and  are isomorphisms, we an hoose the ll-in map  to be an
isomorphism as well.
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In addition, if there is an abelian ategory A and a funtor K : C ! A that preserves zero

























of A-objets, then we all K a homologial funtor, and we an denote the ning ategory by (C; T ;K)
if we wish to fous our attention exlusively on the homologial funtor K.
Examples 4.1.4.
1. (Model Categories as Ning Categories.) The homotopy ategory Ho(M) of a pointed model
ategory M is also a ning ategory with the translation endofuntor given by the loop funtor









(X) is a natural group objet in Ho(M) for any n  1, abelian as soon as n  2.






together with a (right) ation of the group 








in M where B;C are brant objets, g : B ! C is a bration in M, (A; f) is the kernel, or ber,

























in Ho(M), where the vertial arrows are isomorphisms and  is 
-equivariant in Ho(M). In
other words, if u : A
C ! A is the natural ation in Ho(M) of 
C on A (dened, for example,
in Theorem 6.2.1 of Hovey [25℄) and u
0
: X  
Z ! X is the given ation of 



































being a ber sequene and  : 
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where u
0
is the map in Ho(M) dening the ation of 
Z on X . It is known that the olletion of
shortened ber sequenes satises onditions N2-N4 of Denition 4.1.3. Regard the olletion of
shortened ber sequenes in Ho(M) as the olletion Nings of ning sequenes. Then (Ho(M);
)
is a ning ategory.
A homologial funtor K : Ho(M) ! A is a funtor from Ho(M) to an abelian ategory A that























of A-objets. A typial example of suh a funtor is the funtor [W; ℄ for any abelian ogroup




































2. (Category of Chain Complexes as a Coning Category.) Let A be any abelian ategory and
let C = Ch(A) be the (abelian) ategory of hain omplexes over A. For a map f : A ! B of
hain omplexes, reall that the mapping one C
f
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and by the funtoriality of the mapping one C
f





















































ommute. Furthermore, the funtoriality of the mapping one C
f
also assures us that if  and 
are isomorphisms, then the funtorially indued hain map  is an isomorphism as well. Hene,
(Ch(A); [1℄) is a oning ategory.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the hain homology funtors H
n
are homologial funtors from Ch(A)


































   ;




(A). Alternatively, we an also regard homology of




denotes the (abelian) ategory
whose objets are Z-graded A-objets and whose morphisms are maps of degree 0. Then the




















of Z-graded A-objets, and so H is a homologial funtor. Hene, (Ch(A); [1℄; H) is a oning
ategory.
3. (Homotopy Category of Chain Complexes as a Coning Category.) For any abelian at-
egory A, let HCh(A) denote the quotient ategory of Ch(A) by the relation of hain homotopy.
Then the hain homology funtor H : Ch(A)! A
Z
sends hain homotopy equivalenes to isomor-
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where  refers to the anonial quotient funtor. Denote the indued funtor HCh(A) ! A
Z
also























































that ommutes up to hain homotopy, in whih the vertial maps are hain homotopy equivalenes.
Then (HCh(A); [1℄; H) is a oning ategory.
Remark 4.1.5. If
R
Mod denotes the ategory of left modules over a ring R, then Ch(
R
Mod)
is a stable model ategory (with a standard obrantly generated model struture { see hapter
2 of Hovey [25℄), whih means that its homotopy ategory is a triangulated ategory. The ate-
gory Ho(Ch(
R
Mod)) is ommonly denoted by D(
R
Mod) and is alled the derived ategory of
R





Mod) with the standard model struture, weak equivalenes (that is, homology iso-
morphisms) need not be hain homotopy equivalenes. However, it turns out that HCh(
R
Mod) is
also a triangulated ategory. In fat, HCh(A) is a triangulated ategory for any additive ategory
A { see for instane hapter 10 of Weibel [61℄ for a onise proof of this fat. Then it an be dedued
that the derived ategory D(A) is also a triangulated ategory (possibly in a higher set-theoreti
universe) beause it is the Verdier loalization of HCh(A) with respet to the multipliative system
of homology isomorphisms.
4.2 Funtorially generated oning and ning ategories
In setion 1.3 as well as in Example 4.1.4(2), we observed that in the oning ategory Ch(A) of hain
omplexes over an abelian ategory A, the mapping one C
f
of a hain map f depends funtorially on

















This idea is enapsulated in the following denition:
Denition 4.2.1. Let (C; T ) be a oning ategory. We say that (C; T ) is a funtorially generated
oning ategory if the following onditions are satised:
1. There is a mapping one funtor Cone
C












and a natural transformation
 : Cone
C





:Mor(C)! C and Target
C
:Mor(C)! C denote the soure and target funtors
respetively.
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whih is funtorially obtained from f , is a oning sequene. We all it a funtorial oning
sequene.












































in whih the vertial maps are isomorphisms.
Dually, there is also the onept of a funtorially generated ning ategory.
Denition 4.2.2. Let (C; T ) be a ning ategory. We say that (C; T ) is a funtorially generated ning
ategory if the following onditions are satised:
1. There is a mapping path funtor Path
C











and a natural transformation







:Mor(C)! C and Target
C
:Mor(C)! C denote the soure and target funtors
respetively.














whih is funtorially obtained from f , is a ning sequene. We all it a funtorial ning sequene.












































in whih the vertial maps are isomorphisms.
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Examples 4.2.3.
1. Refer to Examples 4.1.4(2), (3): Category of Chain Complexes and Homotopy Category of Chain
Complexes.
The ategory (Ch(A); [1℄) is a funtorially generated oning ategory, but (HCh(A); [1℄) is not.
Indeed, given a morphism f : A ! B in HCh(A), to dene the objet C
f
we need to hoose a










whih are isomorphi in HCh(A), but not anonially; to













is no anonial way of so doing.































































































ommute up to hain homotopy in Ch(A) are in general not uniquely determined even up to hain
homotopy.
2. (Category of Pointed Spaes as a Coning Category.) The main referenes for the topologial
examples are hapter 6 of Maunder [36℄ as well as hapter 8 of May [38℄.
Let Top

denote the ategory of pointed topologial spaes and pointed ontinuous maps. Let
I denote the unit interval [0; 1℄, with 1 being the basepoint. Let the basepoint of a spae A be
denoted by a
0




CA be the mapping one (homotopy
ober) of f , where CA = A^ I is the redued one of A. The redued one of A an be identied
with the spae (A I)=((A f1g) [ (fa
0
g  I)). In the ategory Top






















where SA = A ^ S
1
is the redued suspension of A, i is the anonial inlusion, and p is the
projetion pinhing the subspae B  C
f
to a point. The spae SA an be identied with the spae
CA=(A f0g). These ingredients make (Top

; S) into a funtorially generated oning ategory.
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[A; Y ℄ (4-1)
of abelian groups, where [X;Y ℄ denotes the based homotopy lasses of pointed maps from X to Y .
Remark 4.2.5. The mapping one C
f
of a pointed map f : A! B of topologial spaes an also


















is the map that sends a 2 A to a ^ 0 2 CA.
Remark 4.2.6. For every pointed map f : A! B, the (right) Barratt-Puppe sequene assoiated
































   ;
where ( Sf)(a^ t) = f(a)^ (1  t) for t 2 [0; 1℄, i is the anonial inlusion and p is the anonial
projetion. The long exat sequene in (4-1) is obtained by applying the ontravariant funtor
[ ; Y ℄ to the above Barratt-Puppe sequene (see also setion 8.4 of May [38℄).
3. (Homotopy Category of Pointed Spaes as a Coning Category.) The homotopy ategory
HTop

of pointed topologial spaes an also be made into a oning ategory. In the ategory
HTop









to be a oning sequene if it is isomorphi in HTop







































in whih the vertial maps are based homotopy equivalenes. Condition C4 of a oning ategory








































denote the disjoint union




be a based homotopy
from  Æ f to f
0
Æ , namely, H(a; 0) =  Æ f(a) and H(a; 1) = f
0
Æ (a) for all a 2 A and t 2 I ,
where a
0












(x); x 2 B;
H(a; 2t); x = a ^ t 2 CA; 0  t  1=2;
(a) ^ (2t  1); x = a ^ t 2 CA; 1=2  t  1:
(4-2)







































ommutes up to based homotopy in Top

, and therefore ommutes stritly in HTop

. Furthermore,
 is a based homotopy equivalene in Top

if  and  are based homotopy equivalenes in Top

.
Consequently,  is an isomorphism in HTop

if  and  are isomorphisms in HTop

. (See Exerise
11, Chapter 6 of Maunder [36℄).
Hene, (HTop

; S) is a oning ategory whih is not funtorially generated. For any homotopy










4. (Category of Pointed Spaes as a Ning Category.) For a pointed spae B, let PB be the
spae of all pointed paths I ! B, endowed with the ompat-open topology. Sine we regard 1 as
the basepoint of I , (1) = b
0
for all pointed paths  : I ! B, where b
0
is the basepoint of B. The
basepoint of PB is the onstant loop sending I to fb
0
g. For a pointed map f : A ! B, let P
f
be
the subspae of A  PB onsisting of all pairs (a; ) with f(a) = (0). This is the mapping path
spae (homotopy ber) of f . In the ategory Top










to be a ning sequene if it is isomorphi in Top














where  is the inlusion sending loops (losed paths)  2 
B to (a
0









a funtorially generated ning ategory.
For any homotopy oommutative o-H-group X , the funtor [X; ℄ is a homologial funtor from
Top

























Remark 4.2.7. The mapping path spae P
f
of a pointed map f : A ! B of topologial spaes

















: PB ! B sends paths  2 PB to (0) 2 B.
Remark 4.2.8. For every pointed map f : A! B, the (left) Barratt-Puppe sequene assoiated











































f)()(t) = f Æ (1   t) for t 2 [0; 1℄. The long exat sequene in (4-3) is obtained by
applying the ovariant funtor [X; ℄ to the above Barratt-Puppe sequene (see also setion 8.5 of
May [38℄).
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Remark 4.2.9. If we let X = S
1






























































; X ℄ denotes the n
th
homotopy group of X . Note that [X;
Y ℄ is identied




Remark 4.2.10. The ning sequenes given in this example are losely related to brations. A
bration r : E ! B of pointed spaes is a pointed surjetive map that satises the homotopy lifting
property with respet to all pointed spaes Y , namely, for pointed maps f : Y ! E and all based
homotopies H : Y ^ I
+


















denotes the inlusion y 7! y ^ 0, there is a based homotopy
























For a pointed map f : A ! B, let E
f
be the spae of pairs (a; ), where a 2 A and  : I ! B is





is that in E
f





, we topologize E
f




is the spae of unpointed





; e), where a
0
is the baspoint of A and e : I ! B is the onstant path that maps I onto fb
0
g.
Then the pointed map E
f
! B that sends (a; ) to (1) is a bration whose kernel, or ber, is the
mapping path spae P
f








namely, a sequene in whih E
f





Now, we an regard A as a subspae of E
f







: I ! B is the onstant path at f(a). Then the spae E
f
deformation retrats onto
the subspae A by restriting paths  : I ! B to shorter and shorter initial segments (that begin
at f(a)). Hene, the inlusion A ,! E
f
is a based homotopy equivalene. Furthermore, the map
E
f
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that ommutes up to based homotopy (the square on the right ommutes stritly, but the square







is a ber sequene, that is, the map f : E ! B is a bration and F ! E is its ber, then F is
homotopy equivalent to P
f
via a map g : F ! P
f
that sends a 2 F to (a; e) 2 P
f
, where e : I ! B






























































































of homotopy groups, where 
n
(X) is abelian whenever n  2.
5. (Homotopy Category of Pointed Spaes as a Ning Category.) Similarly, the homotopy
ategory HTop

an also be made into a ning ategory. In the ategory HTop










to be a ning sequene if it is isomorphi in HTop

















) is a non funtorially generated ning ategory.
For any homotopy oommutative o-H-group X , the funtor [X; ℄ : Top

! Ab desends to a
funtor HTop

! Ab, and is a homologial funtor.
6. (Category of Pointed CW-Complexes as a Coning Category.) Let CW

denote the ategory
of pointed CW-omplexes and pointed ellular maps. For a pointed ellular map f : A ! B
of CW-omplexes, the mapping one C
f
and the redued suspension SA are also pointed CW-
omplexes, B is a subomplex of C
f
, and the quotient C
f
=B is homeomorphi to SA via a based
ellular homeomorphism. We an therefore give the ategory CW

the struture of a funtorially





be any redued homology theory on CW

. The Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms (see, for instane,
hapter 2 of Hather [21℄) tell us that for any pair of pointed CW-omplexes (X;A), there is a




































   ; (4-4)
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where j
1
: A ! X is the inlusion and j
2












(SA) whih is obtained from the natural long exat sequene


















to the CW-pair (C
f























































































h) is a funtorially generated oning ategory.
7. (Homotopy Category of Pointed CW-Complexes as a Coning Category.) Similarly, the
ategory HCW

formed by taking the quotient of CW

by the relation of based ellular homotopy








to be a oning sequene if it is isomorphi in HCW


































h is, by assumption, homotopy invariant.







































be a based ellular homotopy
from  Æ f to f
0












































ommutes up to based ellular homotopy in CW

. This provides the veriation that ondition C4
of a oning ategory is satised in HCW

.
Remark 4.2.12. Let Cell

denote the full subategory of Top

whose objets are CW-omplexes




is that in Cell

, we do not insist that the maps are
ellular). The ellular approximation theorem (see Theorem 4.8 of Hather [21℄) states that every
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map f : X ! Y of CW-omplexes is homotopi to a ellular map, and that if f is ellular on a
subomplex A of X , then the homotopy may be taken to be stationary on A. Furthermore, if two
ellular maps f; g : X ! Y of CW-omplexes are homotopi, then they are ellularly homotopi. As
a result, the ategory HCW




























8. (Category of C

-Algebras as a Ning Category.) The primary referenes for this example





-homomorphisms. For a C

-algebra B, let LB = f 2 C([0; 1℄; B) : (1) = 0g,
where C([0; 1℄; B) is the omplex C

-algebra of all ontinuous funtions from [0; 1℄ to B. For a map





= f(a; ) 2 A LB : f(a) = (0)g:
In the literature, this is ommonly alled the mapping one of f , but in this example, L
f
will play







(A) = f 2 LA : (0) = 0g:
The operations on all the above objets are the usual pointwise operations, their norms are given

















-algebra of ontinuous funtions from R to A that vanish at innity. In fat, sine
R is a loally ompat spae, C
0
(R; A) is naturally isomorphi to C
0
(R) 





-algebra of omplex-valued ontinuous funtions on R that vanish at innity. Note that C
0
(R)
is a nulear C
































is the inlusion that sends elements  2 S
top
C
(B) to points (0; ) 2 L
f
, and
 is the anonial projetion sending (a; ) to a. Note that S
top
C



















is a short exat sequene of C

-algebras. Then (Cstar; S
top
C
) is a funtorially generated ning
ategory.
The omplex topologial K-theory funtors KU
top
n
are homologial funtors from Cstar to Ab,





















































Remark 4.2.13. The mapping one L
f
of a map f : A! B of C

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where 
0
: LB ! B is the evaluation map that sends ontinuous funtions  : [0; 1℄ ! B to
(0) 2 B.
9. (Homotopy Category of C

-Algebras as a Ning Category.) Similarly, the homotopy ate-


























Condition N4 of a ning ategory an be veried as follows: Suppose that there is a homotopy










































Let H : A ! C([0; 1℄; B
0
) be a homotopy from f
0













H(a)(2t); 0  t  1=2;

















































ommutes up to homotopy. Furthermore, if  and  are homotopy equivalenes, so is . (See
Proposition 2.9 of Shohet [49℄).
10. (Obtaining a Homologial Funtor from KK( ; ).) The primary referene for this example
is Cuntz & Skandalis [15℄.
Let Cstar
2
denote the ategory of separable Z=2Z-graded omplex C

-algebras and grading pre-
serving

-homomorphisms. The ategory Cstar
2
is losed under mapping ones and topologial
suspensions, and is given a ning struture in the same way as Cstar.
Let KK( ; ) denote the bivariant Kasparov group (see also Jensen & Thomsen [28℄ for a om-
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denote the homotopy ategory of Cstar. Fix a separable Z=2Z-graded
C

-algebra D. Sine the bivariant Kasparov funtor KK( ; ) is homotopy invariant in both
oordinates, both the funtors KK(D; ) : Cstar
2




desend to funtors HCstar
2


















non funtorially generated ning ategories.
4.3 Coning and ning ategories with restrited produts or o-
produts
Denition 4.3.1. Suppose that (C;
Q
0
;M;r) is a ategory with restrited produts and aggregation of
type 

(see Denition 3.1.1). Suppose also that the following hold:
1. The ategory C is a oning (respetively ning) ategory with translation endofuntor T : C ! C.
We also x a homologial funtor K : C ! A, where A is an abelian ategory with oproduts over





as the identity endofuntor on C. The funtors K Æ T
n
for any nonnegative integer n
are aggregatable. This means that:
(a) The funtors K Æ T
n
for any nonnegative integer n preserve zero morphisms and onvert
restrited produts taken over index sets of ardinality < 

into oproduts. In partiular,
for any index set I of ardinality < 


























on C, where in the ategory A, 
J
is the usual summation (see Lemma 3.2.3).
3. There is some nonnegative integer m suh that K ÆT
n
ÆM is naturally isomorphi to K ÆT
n+m
for
every nonnegative integer n. Taken together with statement 2(b), this implies that for any index
set J of ardinality stritly less than 
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Denition 4.3.2. Suppose that (C;
`
;M;) is a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type


(see Denition 3.4.5). Suppose also that the following hold:
1. The ategory C is a oning (respetively ning) ategory with translation endofuntor T : C ! C.
We also x a homologial funtor K : C ! A, where A is an abelian ategory with oproduts over





as the identity endofuntor on C. The funtors K Æ T
n
for any nonnegative integer n
are o-aggregatable. This means that:
(a) The funtors K Æ T
n
for any nonnegative integer n preserve zero morphisms and oproduts
taken over index sets of ardinality < 

. In partiular, for any index set I of ardinality
< 























on C, where in the ategory A, 
j
refers to the usual diagonal map (see Lemma 3.5.2).
3. There is some nonnegative integer m suh that K ÆT
n
ÆM is naturally isomorphi to K ÆT
n+m
for
every nonnegative integer n. Taken together with statement 2(b), this implies that for any positive








on C. In partiular, for any objet



























We say that the homologial funtor K : C ! A is o-stable of type m.
Then (C;
`





1. Consider the ategory of hain omplexes over an abelian ategory A as a funtorially generated









. Let Id denote the identity endofuntor on Ch(A), and let  denote the usual
diagonal funtor. Then (Ch(A);
`
; Id;) is a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type


, by virtue of the fat that Ch(A) is also an abelian ategory (see Example 3.4.7(1)).
Writing T = [1℄, we observe that H Æ T
n
is o-aggregatable for all nonnegative integers n, and
furthermore, H is o-stable of type 0. Thus, (Ch(A);
`
; Id;; [1℄; H; 0) is a oning ategory with
oproduts of type 

.
2. For any abelian ategory A, we an also onsider (Ch(A);
Q
; Id;) as a ategory with nite
produts and aggregation, where  refers to the usual summation.
Writing T = [1℄, we observe that H Æ T
n
is aggregatable for all nonnegative integers n, and H is
stable of type 0. Thus, we an onsider (Ch(A);
Q
; Id;; [1℄; H; 0) as a oning ategory with nite
produts.
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3. Consider the homotopy ategory of hain omplexes as a non funtorially generated oning ategory
(HCh(A); [1℄; H), as per Example 4.1.4(3), where the abelian ategoryA has oproduts over index
sets of ardinality < 






; Id;; [1℄; H; 0)
is a oning ategory with oproduts of type 

. Note however that HCh(A) is at most an additive
ategory, not neessarily an abelian ategory.
4. Similarly, (HCh(A);
Q
; Id;; [1℄; H; 0) is a oning ategory with nite produts.
5. Consider the homotopy ategory of pointed spaes as a non funtorially generated oning ategory
(HTop

; S; [ ;W ℄), as per Example 4.2.3(3), where S denotes the redued suspension andW is any
homotopy ommutative H-group.




be any homotopy invariant funtor with these properties:
(a) MY is a homotopy oassoiative o-H-spae for any pointed spae Y .



















are the omultipliation maps dening MX
and MY respetively as o-H-spaes.





, [ ;W ℄ Æ S
n
ÆM is naturally isomorphi to [ ;W ℄ Æ S
n+m
for every nonnegative integer
n.
An obvious example of suh a funtor M is the funtor S
m
for any positive integer m. As explained




;M;) is a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type 

for any innite ardinal 





(that is, we only onsider nite oproduts).
For any pointed spae Z, the ontravariant funtor [ ; Z℄ from the ategory Top

to the ate-





is a wedge of













in the ategory of pointed sets. Hene, if W is a homotopy ommutative H-group, the funtor





For any pointed spae Y , the map 
1
: MY ! MY is the identity map. Hene [ ;W ℄ Æ S
n
is o-aggregatable for any nonnegative integer n, and [ ;W ℄ is o-stable of type m. Thus, for




;M;; S; [ ;W ℄;m) is a oning ategory with
nite oproduts.




; [W; ℄), as per Example 4.2.3(5), where 
 denotes the loop funtor and W is any
homotopy oommutative o-H-group.




be any homotopy invariant funtor with these properties:
(a) MY is a homotopy assoiative H-spae for any pointed spae Y .
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are the multipliation maps
dening MX and MY respetively as H-spaes.






ÆM is naturally isomorphi to [W; ℄ Æ

n+m
for every nonnegative integer n.
An obvious example of suh a funtor M is the funtor 

m
for any positive integerm. As explained




;M;r) is a ategory with nite produts and aggregation of type

0
, where r is as dened in that example.
For any pointed spae Z, the funtor [Z; ℄ from the ategory Top

to the ategory of pointed
















℄. Hene, if W is a homotopy oommutative o-H-group, the
funtor [W; ℄ : Top

! Ab preserves nite produts, and hene onverts nite produts into
nite oproduts.
For any pointed spae Y , the map r
1
: MY ! MY is the identity map. Hene [W; ℄ Æ 

n
is aggregatable for any nonnegative integer n, and [W; ℄ is stable of type m. Thus, for any





; [W; ℄;m) is a ning ategory with
nite produts.





h), as per Example 4.2.3(7), where
~





be the redued suspension funtor S. As a funtor on CW

, the redued
suspension S is homotopy invariant, preserves oproduts and zero morphisms, and satises on-





; S;) is a ategory with o-aggregation and oproduts of type 

for any innite ar-
dinal 

, where  is as dened in Example 3.4.4. We assume that the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms







is o-aggregatable for any nonnegative integer n, and
~
h is o-stable of






h; 1) is a oning ategory with oproduts of type 

for
any innite ardinal 

.
8. Consider the ategory of C









as per Example 4.2.3(8), where KU
top

denotes the omplex topologial K-theory funtor.




 K;r) is a ategory with restrited produts and
aggregation of type 

for any xed innite ardinal 

, K being the nulear C

-algebra of ompat
operators on the Hilbert spae `
2
C
(V ) for some well-ordered set V of ardinality 

.
Now, topologial K-theory is ontinuous, in that KU
top























), the latter olimit being taken in the ategory of abelian groups. Furthermore,










(A) for every C

-algebra A and every positive integer k, whereM
k
(C ) denotes the algebra
of k k matries of omplex numbers. Note that M
k
(C ) is a nulear C

-algebra for every positive
integer k.
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Sine K = K(`
2
C
(V )) an be regarded as the ltered olimit of objets M
E
(C ) in a natural manner,
whereE is any nite subset of V andM
E
(C ) is the algebra ofEE matries of omplex numbers, we








(A) for every C

-algebra A.



























). Combining additivity and




produts. The basi fats onerning topologial K-theory listed above are explained in referenes
like Blakadar [8℄, Murphy [43℄ and Wegge-Olsen [60℄.
As explained in Lemma 2.2 and the proof of Proposition 3.2 of Berrik & Matthey [6℄, for any




































at the level of topologial K-theory, where 
n
is the diagonal map. To be preise, the result is





















but it is also true for the more general ase when K is replaed by A 
 K; the more general




















k, we dedue that the topologial K-theory funtor KU
top












; 0) is a ning ategory with restrited produts of type 

for any
xed innite ardinal 

.
4.4 Quasi-funtors and funtors with oeÆients in a nonnega-
tive olumn-nite matrix
We rst give the denitions of a quasi-funtor and a quasi-natural transformation. Our denitions follow
the ones provided by Kainen [29℄, [30℄.
Denition 4.4.1. Let A and B be ategories. Suppose that S : Ob(B)! Ob(A) is a funtion from the
lass of objets of B to the lass of objets of A, and that given any morphism  : B ! B
0
in B, there






We all S a quasi-funtor if








in B imply that
f
0












) for all B 2 Ob(B).
If S : Ob(B)! Ob(A) is a quasi-funtor, we may asually denote it by S : B ! A.
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Clearly, a quasi-funtor S : B ! A is a funtor if and only if S() is a singleton set for every morphism
 in B.
Lemma 4.4.2. Suppose that S : B ! A and T : A ! C are quasi-funtors. Let U : Ob(B)! Ob(C) be
a funtion dened by U(B) = TSB for all objets B of B. Furthermore, for every morphism  : B ! B
0







fT () :  2 S()g:
Then U is also a quasi-funtor.
Essentially, the above lemma states that the omposite of two quasi-funtors is again a quasi-funtor.
Denition 4.4.3. Suppose that S; T : B ! A are quasi-funtors, and that for all objets B of B, there
exists a distinguished morphism 
B
: S(B)! T (B) in A. We all  a quasi-natural transformation
from S to T if given any morphism  : B ! B
0
in B, the following hold:





















2. Symmetrially, for all morphisms t 2 T (), there exists some morphism s 2 S() making the same
diagram ommute.
We all  a strong quasi-natural transformation from S to T if the above diagram ommutes for
all s 2 S() and t 2 T ().
Clearly, if S; T : B ! A are both (strit) funtors, then quasi-natural transformations and strong quasi-
natural transformations from S to T are just natural transformations in the ordinary sense of the word.
If S is a quasi-funtor that is not a funtor, and eah 
B
is the identity map on S(B) in A, then  is a
quasi-natural transformation that is not a strong quasi-natural transformation.
Suppose that (C; T ) is a oning ategory. We an dene a quasi-funtor C :Mor(C)! C as follows:



















are two dierent ways of ompleting f to a oning sequene. Then by ondition C4 of a oning ategory,







































ommute. Hene, the objet C ompleting the morphism f to a oning sequene is determined up to
non-unique isomorphism.
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For eah morphism f : A! B in C, by the Axiom of Choie for proper lasses (see, for instane, setion









and label the objet C as C(f), or C
f
, whih by our previous remarks is determined up to non-unique
isomorphism. This gives us a funtion C : Ob(Mor(C)) ! Ob(C). We also label the other morphisms
















































































in C. The set C(; ) is nonempty by ondition C4 of a oning ategory. These ingredients make
C :Mor(C)! C a quasi-funtor.
If C is a funtorially generated oning ategory, we already have a (strit) funtor Cone
C
:Mor(C)! C,






;M;r; T ;K : C ! A;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts of type 

. Let C
be an objet of C. Given any index sets I; J of ardinality < 







































depends quasi-funtorially on the objet C. In partiular, for any morphism





























































































































) in A will be denoted by KT
m
(C;N). If m = 0, we denote this objet simply by
K(C;N). Evidently, we have onstruted a quasi-funtor KT
m
( ;N) : C ! A.
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Denition 4.4.4. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! A;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts
of type 





is a olumn-nite I  J matrix with nonnegative integer
entries, where jI j; jJ j < 

. The quasi-funtor KT
m
( ;N) that sends an objet C of C to the objet
KT
m
(C;N) of A will be alled the quasi-funtor KT
m
with oeÆients in N .





























depends funtorially on the objet C, and so KT
m
( ;N) : C ! A is (strit) funtor. In this ase, we
term KT
m
( ;N) the funtor KT
m
with oeÆients in N .
Similar remarks and denitions hold for oning ategories with oproduts of type 

, and dual remarks
and denitions hold for ning ategories. For ning ategories, attention must be drawn to the following




;M;r; T ;K : C ! A;m) be a ning ategory with restrited produts of type 

. For index
sets I; J of ardinality < 







































depends quasi-funtorially on 
N
. Applying the homologial funtor K then yields









































) in A will be denoted by KT
m+1
(C;N) rather than KT
m
(C;N).
From now on, we assume that all index sets under onsideration are well-ordered.
Theorem 4.4.5. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts of
type 

. Let I; J be index sets of ardinality < 





be a olumn-nite I  J






Z is a group homomorphism whose






Z over Z is N . Let G = Coker('). Then
for any objet C of C, KT
m


























are both aggregatable, these funtors indue multipliation by N in the
ategory Ab, and KT
m














































in whih the arrows labelled by \N " are natural in C and the middle two arrows are strongly quasi-




















































Hene, we have shown that KT
m













It remains to show that the two arrows indiated above are strongly quasi-natural in C.
Let f : C ! D be a morphism in C. Then by ondition C4 of a oning ategory, there is a



















































































ommute. Applying the homologial funtor K to the above morphism of oning sequenes yields a













































































































whose rows are long exat sequenes of abelian groups.
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whose rows are exat.



































































































in the objet C.
A dual result holds for ning ategories.
Theorem 4.4.6. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a ning ategory with restrited produts of type























. If C is a funtorially generated ning ategory, then the arrows are natural in C.
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Remark 4.4.7. The universal oeÆient sequenes given in Theorems 4.4.5 and 4.4.6 need not split.








; 1) of Example 4.3.3(6), where we





homotopy funtor. If G = Z=lZ for some positive integer
l  2 and N is the matrix orresponding to some nonnegative presentation of G, then the sequene


















(X)) is the group of elements g 2 
k 1
(X)
satisfying lg = 0. As will be explained in setion 5.1, the group 
k
(X ;N) an be unambiguously
labelled as 
k
(X ;Z=lZ) as a onsequene of our disussion in setion 4.6. Aording to setion 2,
hapter 4 of Weibel [62℄, the short exat sequene (4-6) need not split when l  2 mod 4. For all
other l, there is an unnatural splitting of (4-6).
2. In setion 8.3, we disuss real topologialK-theory of C

-algebras with oeÆients in a nonnegative
olumn-nite matrixN . In an attempt at suggesting a possible approah to dening real topologial
K-theory of C

-algebras with oeÆients in an arbitrary abelian group G (this is left as an open
problem { see Open Problem 8.3.3), we onstrut a C





whih has the same real topologial K-groups as KO
top

(R;N), where N is the matrix of some






(L(N)) sits in a short exat




















(R) = Z=2Z= KO
top
2











In setion 8.4, we show that KO
top
2
(R;N) = Z=4Z, and so (4-7) does not split.
Corollary 4.4.8. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning (respetively, ning) ategory with
restrited produts of type 

. If I; J are index sets of ardinality < 
















is a olumn-nite nonnegative matrix of maximum rank, then the orre-






Z is surjetive, and so G = Coker(') = 0. It follows that
for an objet C in a oning ategory (respetively, ning ategory) C, KT
m
(C;N) = 0 (respetively,
KT
m+1














Corollary 4.4.9. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning (respetively, ning) ategory with
restrited produts of type 











) as quasi-funtors from C to A.




C) = 0 sine Z is projetive. Hene by Theorem 4.4.5
(respetively, Theorem 4.4.6), KT
m
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Remark 4.4.10. Theorems 4.4.5, 4.4.6, as well as their orollaries hold equally well if the target ategory
of the homologial funtor K is Ab
Z
, the ategory of Z-graded abelian groups.
Corollary 4.4.9 illustrates why the quasi-funtor KT
m
( ;N) that we have onstruted is a bona de
generalization of the original funtor KT
m
: C ! A in the ase where A = Ab or Ab
Z
, and aords






X;N) isomorphi to KT
m+k
(X;N)
Proposition 4.5.1. Let (C;
Q
0




1. For any index set I of ardinality < 






. Furthermore, the stabilization funtor M ommutes with T .




















































Then for any olumn-nite matrix N of dimensions < 






X ;N) is isomorphi to KT
m+k
(X ;N) for any nonnegative integer k. If C is a funtorially
generated oning ategory, then the isomorphism is anonial.
Proof. Let N be a olumn-nite I  J matrix with nonnegative integer entries, where jI j; jJ j < 

, and























































Sine K : C ! A is a homologial funtor, so is the funtor KT
k












(X ;N) = KT
m+k
(X ;N):
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A similar result holds for oning ategories with oproduts.
Proposition 4.5.2. Let (C;
`




1. For any index set I of ardinality < 





. Furthermore, the o-stabilization funtor M ommutes with T .


















































Then for any olumn-nite matrix N of dimensions < 






X ;N) is isomorphi to KT
m+k
(X ;N) for any nonnegative integer k. If C is a funtorially
generated oning ategory, then the isomophism is anonial.
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Dual results hold for ning ategories.
Examples 4.5.3.
1. Let A be an abelian ategory with oproduts over index sets of ardinality < 

. The oning at-
egory (Ch(A);
`
; Id;; [1℄; H; 0) with oproduts of type 

satises Proposition 4.5.2. A similar
statement an be made if we replae Ch(A) by the hain homotopy ategory HCh(A).







;; S; [ ;W ℄;m) with nite oproduts satises Proposition 4.5.2. Here, the o-
stabilization funtor is given by the m-fold redued suspension funtor S
m
.









; [W; ℄;m) with nite produts satises the dual to Proposition 4.5.1. Here,






be any xed innite ardinal and let
~
h be any redued homology theory on pointed CW-























restrited produts of type 

satises the dual to Proposition 4.5.1.
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4.6 Quasi-funtors and funtors with oeÆients in an abelian
group
The rst result of this setion, Lemma 4.6.1, has its origin in Exerise 9.H of Wegge-Olsen [60℄. The aim
of the Exerise is to show that for any pair of abelian groups, there is always a omplex C

-algebra having
those abelian groups as their topologial K-groups (by Bott periodiity, any two onseutive omplex
topologial K-groups determine all the others). More in-depth results of similar avour are found in
Berrik & Matthey [5℄, [6℄. Part of this Exerise asks the reader to show that for any abelian group G,






















Z over Z has only nonnegative
integer entries. In Lemma 4.6.1 below, we provide a useful generalization of this result using some of the
ideas provided in the hint to this Exerise.










that indues multpliation by the matrix N at the level of omplex topologial K-theory, where K
refers to the separable Hilbert spae of ompat operators on `
2
C
(N). However, as noted in the proof of
Proposition 3.2 of Berrik & Matthey [6℄, the map  suggested by Wegge-Olsen [60℄ is wrong, as it is
not a morphism of omplex C

-algebras. Berrik & Matthey [6℄ provides the orret onstrution, whih
we generalized in Chapter 3 { see in partiular Example 3.1.4(2) as well as Setion 3.2.
In this setion, we rst show how an arbitrary presentation of an abelian group G an be \lifted" to
a nonnegative presentation. Then we use this to prove that when a oning ategory with restrited
produts satises onditions RP3-RP5 (for some suitable innite ardinal) of setion 3.3 (respetively,
when a oning ategory with oproduts satises ondition CP of setion 3.6), then it is possible to dene
quasi-funtors and funtors with oeÆients in an abelian group G.
As usual, we assume that all index sets under onsideration are well-ordered.
For any index set I , we write the diret sum of I opies of Z,
L
I
Z, as Z[I ℄ for brevity. Eah free Z-
module Z[I ℄ is endowed with the standard (ordered) basis fe
i







for every i 2 I , where Æ
hi





1; h = i;













be a free resolution of an abelian group G. Sine  is a group homomorphism, or a Z-module homo-
morphism, the matrix N of  relative to the standard bases of Z[I ℄ and Z[J ℄ over Z is a olumn-nite
matrix, meaning that every olumn of N ontains only a nite number of nonzero entries. If all the









a nonnegative presentation. In general, for any morphism  : Z[J ℄! Z[I ℄ of free Z-modules, we term
 a nonnegative morphism if its matrix N relative to the standard bases over Z only has nonnegative
integer entries.
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of an abelian group G, we an assoiate a nonnegative presentation





































there is a morphism of nonnegative presentations
















































where P ( ;  
0
; ; ) and R( ;  
0









be the standard basi sets of Z[J ℄ and Z[I ℄ respetively. Suppose we


















(Z) the matrix of  relative to the standard













(j) = fi 2 I : n
ij
< 0g:



























































































Now, we an dene a nonnegative presentation
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1 0 1 0






and the \1"s refer to the obvious identity maps. From now on, if there is no ambiguity, we do not
distinguish between a Z-linear map between free abelian groups and its matrix relative to the standard





























then it is straightforward to verify that the diagram

















































































































ommutes, where  : Z[J ℄! Z[I
0


















































;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts, and suppose that
onditions RP3-RP5 hold for some suitable innite ardinal at least as large as all index sets under
onsideration. For a nonnegative morphism  : Z[J ℄ ! Z[I ℄ of free Z-modules, let N be its matrix










ÆM on C as







Lemma 4.6.2. With the oning ategory (C;
Q
0





























is a morphism of presentations of abelian groups G;H suh that  ;  
0
; ;  are nonnegative morphisms.
















for any objet C of C.
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Proof. Sine we have assumed that the oning ategory (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) satises ondi-






















































































in whih the rows are oning sequenes. By ondition C4 of a oning ategory, there is a non-unique
















































































































































































































whose rows are long exat sequenes of abelian groups.
Now, the tensor produt funtor   
 KT
m
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Similarly, applying the funtor  
KT
m+1































































whose rows are exat.





) are multipliation by the matrix of  relative to the standard bases { making them equal
to the maps  
KT
m
C and  
KT
m+1







) are multipliation by the matrix  
0











C respetively. Similarly also, the maps K(

) and K(T 

) are multipliation by , and
the maps K(

) and K(T 

) are multipliation by .
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is an isomorphism as well from the 5-Lemma of homologial algebra.
Remark 4.6.3. If the oning ategory (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) is funtorially generated, then
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Lemma 4.6.4. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts, and















































 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0





=   id
-




























 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0















1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

















1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 1 0




















































Lemma 4.6.4 allows us to dene KT
m









of an abelian group G, by setting KT
m
(C; ) := KT
m
(C;Q( )).
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Theorem 4.6.5. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts, and

























be arbitrary presentations of G and H respetively. Then for any objet C of C, f indues a homo-
morphism KT
m
















℄ ! H is an epimorphism and Z[I ℄ is projetive as a Z-module, there exists some
Z-module homomorphism, or group homomorphism  : Z[I ℄! Z[I
0





































































ommutes. Thus, we have manufatured a morphism of presentations indued (non funtorially) by the
map f : G! H . By Lemma 4.6.1, there is a morphism of nonnegative presentations
















































where the matries of P ( ;  
0
; ; ) and R( ;  
0
; ; ) are nonnegative. By Lemma 4.6.2, there is an
indued group homomorphism KT
m




)). Therefore, under the denition
KT
m
(C; ) = KT
m







G of an abelian group
















)) by Lemma 4.6.2, and









Remark 4.6.6. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning (dually, ning) ategory with restrited
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. Then by Theorem 4.6.5, the identity map id
G










). Hene, the denition of KT
m
( ; ) is indepen-
dent of the hoie of presentation of G up to non-anonial isomorphism. Similarly, if C is a oning
(dually, ning) ategory with oproduts of type 





( ; ) is independent of the hoie of presentation of G, we an proeed to dene quasi-
funtors with oeÆients in an abelian group G. Indeed, given any abelian group G that is generated
by < 










of G with jI j; jJ j < 

, and dene KT
m
(C;G) to be KT
m
(C; ).
Denition 4.6.7. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts
of type 





) hold. Let G be an abelian group that an
be desribed using fewer than 

generators. The quasi-funtor KT
m














(C;G) to be KT
m
(C; ) will be termed the quasi-funtor
KT
m
with oeÆients in G.
Note that if f : C ! D is a morphism in C, then KT
m



























































































In the ase where C is funtorially generated, KT
m





(C; ) for a xed presentation  of an abelian group G.
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(C; f) be the olletion of all K(j
;


























































































































ommute. This makes KT
m
(C; ) : Ab! Ab a quasi-funtor for any xed objet C of C.






































always ommutes for all j
;
is as desribed above. Therefore, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.6.8. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts of
type 





). Then for any objet C of C and any abelian group


















in whih both arrows are strongly quasi-natural in both C and G.
If C is a funtorially generated oning ategory, then KT
m
(C;G) is funtorial in C and quasi-
funtorial in G, and the arrows in the short exat sequene (4-13) are natural in C and strongly quasi-
natural in G.
Remark 4.6.9. The results of this setion hold equally well if the target ategory of the homologial
funtor K is Ab
Z
.
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Chapter 5
Topologial examples
5.1 Homotopy groups with oeÆients












denotes the k-sphere, whih is a homotopy oommutative o-H-group for k  2. In this ase,






! Ab, whih is none other than the homotopy funtor 
k
, is stable




































(X)) for all n.







G of G suh that
I; J are nite index sets, and let N be the matrix of Q( ) (dened in Lemma 4.6.1) relative to the









































































(X ;G) = 
k+2





! Ab with oeÆients in the nitely generated abelian group G. By the dual to
Theorem 4.6.8, for any pointed spae X and any q  4, the abelian group 
q














whose arrows are strongly quasi-natural in X and G.
However, we know that the homotopy groups with oeÆients 
n
(X ;G) should be stritly funtorial in
X and not just quasi-funtorial in X (for a xed abelian group G). This is a defet that we now remedy.
Consider the ategoryCGTop

of pointed ompatly generated topologial spaes, a onvenient ategory
of topologial spaes in the sense of Steenrod [52℄ and Vogt [57℄. We shall use the denition of a ompatly
generated spae provided by hapter 5 of May [38℄: A spae X is said to be ompatly generated if
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1. it is weak Hausdor, that is, f(K) is losed in X for every map f : K ! X from a ompat
Hausdor spae K into X , and
2. if a subspae A of X is ompatly losed, that is, f
 1
(A) is losed in K for any map f : K ! X
from a ompat Hausdor spae K into X , then A must be losed in X .
The ategory CGTop

of pointed ompatly generated spaes is a pointed model ategory. In CGTop

,
limits and olimits are obtained by rst applying the required limit or olimit funtor in the lassial
ategory of pointed spaes, and then applying the Kelleyation or k-funtor whih endows a pointed
spae X with a new topology in whih a subset of X is losed if and only if it is ompatly losed in the
original topology. The following are all examples of ompatly generated spaes:
1. CW-omplexes,
2. loally ompat Hausdor spaes,








































for eah i 2 I suh that at most a nite number of the x
i
's dier from
the basepoint of the respetive spae X
i
(see hapter 22, setion 1 of May [38℄).
In CGTop

, nite produts ommute with all ltered olimits, and so CGTop

is aable of type 

in the sense of Denition 2.6.2 for any innite ardinal 








) of setion 2.5 for any innite ardinal 

.








ÆM! M with the view of turning CGTop










any homotopy invariant funtor suh that MY is a homotopy assoiative H-spae for any pointed spae



















are the multipliation maps dening MX and MY





MY ! MY for nite subsets E of N are
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MY ! MY is not satised.
Instead, we let M be the loop funtor 














































(2t); 0  t  1=2;

2
(4t  2); 1=2  t  3=4;

3
(8t  6); 3=4  t  7=8;

4




























































is ontinuous, and r
N
Y









Y is homotopi to the identity,
















(2t); 0  t  1=2;

2
(2t  1); 1=2  t  1
that denes 
 as an H-group. In fat, all the aggregation maps r
I
for nite subsets I of N are
homotopi to those onstruted in Example 3.1.4(4) in the ase when we set M = 
. Also, any funtor
F : CGTop

! A into an abelian ategory A that onverts ountable weak produts into oproduts is
aggregatable.
We an give CGTop

the struture of a ning ategory in the same way as Example 4.2.3(4). For any




! Ab onverts ountable weak produts into oproduts,









; 1) is a funtorially generated ning ategory
with restrited produts of type 
1
.
LetN be an IJ olumn-nite matrix of ountable dimension with nonnegative integer entries. Applying
the homologial funtor 
k






































yields the objet 
k+2






with oeÆients in N . Let HCGTop

denote the homotopy ategory of CGTop

. If f; g : X ! Y













mapping-path spaes in CGTop

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). Therefore, even though the ategory HCGTop

does not have ltered olimits, it is nonetheless true that for all pointed spaes X and ountable index

































































































for all nite subsets E of I and all nite subsets F of J . Additionally, for all
















































































for all nite subsets E of I and all nite subsets F of J . Finally, the loop funtor

 ommutes with ountable weak produts in HCGTop

, and diagrams 3-8-3-9 ommute in HCGTop

for ountable index sets beause they ommute up to homotopy in the ategory CGTop

. Hene, we
have the following result.
Proposition 5.1.1. Give the ategory HCGTop

a ning struture in the same way as Example 4.2.3(5).







) of setion 3.3. Given a ountable abelian group G, let N be the matrix







G of G. For k  4 and a pointed
ompatly generated spae X, dene 
k






























































! Ab that is independent of the
hoie of presentation of G. Furthermore, the abelian group 
k













whose arrows are natural in X and strongly quasi-natural in G.
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Homotopy groups with oeÆients in any nitely generated abelian group were mentioned by Peterson
[45℄ (who developed the theory of ohomotopy groups with oeÆients) and further developed in detail
by authors like Katuta [31℄ and Neisendorfer [40℄, [41℄. The most reent exposition on homotopy groups
with oeÆients is provided by Neisendorfer [42℄.
The standard denition of homotopy groups with nitely generated oeÆients involves the use of Pe-
terson spaes, also known in the literature as o-Moore spaes. For an abelian group G and a positive
integer n, a pointed spae X is alled an n
th








G; k = n;





(X) denotes the redued integral ohomology group of X in dimension k. The redued sus-
pension of an n
th
Peterson spae is an (n+ 1)
th
Peterson spae.
It is proved in Theorem 5.3 of Neisendorfer [42℄ that if G is a nitely generated abelian group and n  3,
the homotopy type of a simply onneted n
th
Peterson spae is uniquely determined by G. Hene for
suh a situation, we an unambiguously denote an n
th
Peterson spae by P
n
(G).





always exists { a onstrution is provided by Neisendorfer [42℄. Rather than reproduing Neisendorfer's








G of G, letting M be the adjoint of the matrix of Q( ), and dening P
n
(G) to be
















denotes the (n   2)-sphere and 
M
is the map desribed in Chapter 3. In other words, for
n  3, P
n































The homotopy group 
n
(X ;G) is then dened to be the group of based homotopy lasses of maps
[P
n
(G); X ℄, and it an be shown using this denition alone that it is an abelian group as soon as n  4.
One advantage of this denition is that it immediately reveals 
n
( ;G) to be a homologial funtor (in





































where we identify 
n+1
(X ;G) with 
n
(
X ;G) as per the dual to Proposition 4.5.1 applied to the
homotopy ategory HTop

regarded as a ning ategory with translation and stabilization provided by
the loop funtor 
.
It is shown in Neisendorfer [42℄ that for n  4, the Peterson spaes give funtors from the ategory
of nitely generated abelian groups with no 2-torsion to the homotopy ategory of pointed spaes.
Therefore, the homotopy group with oeÆients 
n
(X ;G) = [P
n
(G); X ℄ is funtorial in G provided that
n  4 and there is no 2-torsion in G. Hene, for an arbitrary abelian group G with no 2-torsion, it
is possible to dene homotopy groups 
n
(X ;G) for n  4 by taking ltered olimits over all nitely
generated subgroups of G.
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Note that our previous onstrution of the funtor with oeÆients 
n
( ;G) using funtorial ning se-
quenes in CGTop

(and then passing to the homotopy ategory) allows us to dene homotopy groups
with oeÆients in any ountable abelian group G, with or without 2-torsion. But even in the absene of
2-torsion, our onstrution alone without taking into aount Neisendorfer's results only reveals 
n
(X ;G)
to be quasi-funtorial in G for groups G that must be desribed using a ountably innite number of
generators.
Now we should ask if for a nitely generated abelian group G, the denition 
n
(X ;G) := [P
n
(G); X ℄ o-
inides with our own denition whih involves setting 
n

































































































is the diagonal map. Hene, working in the homotopy ategory HTop

, applying the funtor Map

( ; X)






























































































where N is the adjoint of M , in other words, N is the matrix of Q( ). Note that Map

(A;B) de-
notes the pointed spae of pointed maps from A to B endowed with the ompat-open topology. In
partiular, the funtor Map

( ; X) on HTop

sends oproduts to produts, sends oning sequenes to
ning sequenes, and onverts multipliation by M to multipliation by the adjoint of M . From this, we



















(X), a spae whih we denote by L

N








































Sine applying the funtor 
0
to the ning sequene (5-3) is the same as applying 
n 2
to the ning
sequene (5-2), this yields the required result, whih we reord formally as a proposition:
Proposition 5.1.2 (f. Neisendorfer [41℄ for the ase G = Z=pZ). Let G be a nitely generated
abelian group and let n  4. Then for any pointed spae X, there is an isomorphism between the abelian
group of based homotopy lasses of maps [P
n






), where N is the







G of G suh that I; J are nite index sets.
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5.2 Homology groups with oeÆients






h; 1) of Example 4.3.3(7), where
~
h refers to any redued
homology theory on the ategory of pointed CW-omplexes. The stabilization and translation funtors







































   ;








(X) for any n.







G of G, and let N be the
matrix of Q( ) (dened in Lemma 4.6.1) relative to the standard Z-bases of Z[I ℄ and Z[J ℄. Then for














































































































whose arrows are strongly quasi-natural in X and G.
Again, we want to improve on our onstrution so that redued homology with oeÆients is a (strit)
funtor on HCW

and not just a quasi-funtor.









G; k = n;





(X) denotes the redued integral homology group of X in dimension k. The homotopy type of
an n
th
















G of G, letting N be the matrix of Q( ), and deningM
n
(G)
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In other words, for n  2, M
n































In partiular, the Moore spae M
2































In the homotopy ategory HCW

of pointed CW-omplexes, the smash produt  ^  preserves oning
sequene in eah variable. In addition, if
v : SY ! SY _ SY
is the o-multipliation map on the suspended spae SY dening SY as a o-H-group, then for any
pointed spae X ,
v ^X : S(Y ^X)! S(Y ^X) _ S(Y ^X)
is the o-multipliation map on the suspended spae S(Y ^X) dening S(Y ^X) as a o-H-group. Hene,


















































































) is based homotopy equivalent to the spae
M
2

























Sine for a xed Moore spae M
2
(G), the sequene









learly denes a homologial funtor on the oning ategory HCW

(in the sense of Denition 4.1.1), we














also produes a homologial funtor on HCW

. This is a speial ase of our disussion in hapter 7
where we onsider the homotopy ategory of pointed CW-omplexes as a symmetri monoidal oning
ategory under the smash produt.
Moreover, it is well known (see setion 3.B of Hather [21℄ for instane) that if
~
H denotes redued singular


















that is natural in both X and Y . When we set Y =M
k

















(X ;G) is dened in the standard fashion by taking hain homology
of the (augmented) singular hain omplex of X with G-oeÆients. We now reord our observations
formally as a proposition:
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Proposition 5.2.1. Let
~
h be any redued homology theory on the homotopy ategory HCW

of pointed











































































































(SX ;G) as per Proposition 4.5.2. Further-




( ;G) is independent of the hoie of presentation of G. For any pointed spae






















whose arrows are natural in X and strongly quasi-natural in G. Additionally, if
~
H denotes redued
singular homology, the denition of homology with oeÆients in G obtained by taking hain homology





to the smash X ^M
k
(G) of X and the Moore spae M
k































h is any redued homology theory on the homotopy ategory HCW

of pointed CW-






















(G)) for k  2 may be taken as the denition of the homology theory
~
h( ;G)
with oeÆients in G. This same remark was made in setion 4.F of Hather [21℄.
5.3 Spetra and the stable homotopy ategory
The purpose of this setion is to introdue spetra and explain how they provide an alternative desription
of redued homology with oeÆients using the theory developed by Adams [1℄ whih is based on prior
work by G.W. Whitehead and J.M. Boardman. The theory of spetra and Adams' stable homotopy
ategory is also disussed by authors like Margolis [35℄.
Denition 5.3.1. A spetrum is a sequene of pointed CW-omplexes fE
n
g together with basepoint






. Sine the redued suspension S and loop funtor 
 are








We all a spetrum fE
n
g an 














^X , where S
n
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2. The Eilenberg-MaLane spaes E
n
(G) for a given abelian group G form an 
-spetrum whih we
denote by E(G).
Given a spetrum fE
n
g, we an always form an 
-spetrum using the mapping telesope onstrution.
For a pointed map f : A ! B, the mapping ylinder M
f





namely, the adjuntion spae obtained by taking the disjoint union of B and the ylinder A ^ I
+
, and
identifying a ^ 1 2 A ^ I
+





















is the union of the mapping ylinders M
f
i








identied for all i.





 [i; i+ 1℄)
under the identiation of (x
i
; i+1) 2 X
i




); i+1) 2 X
i+1
 [i+1; i+2℄ for eah i.
Suppose that eah f
i
is a based ellular map of based CW-omplexes. Then the union of the rst
i mapping ylinders, T
i
, is a CW-omplex that is based homotopy equivalent to X
i
via a natural and
anonial deformation retration that ompresses eah mapping ylinder onto its right end. Furthermore,
the spae T , whih is also a CW-omplex, is the inreasing union of subomplexes T
i
.


























For a spetrum fE
n


















































g is an 































where the symbol  denotes the natural weak equivalene indued by the homotopy funtor 

that




g obtained from a spetrum E = fE
n
g in the above manner by 

1
E, and all it the
spetriation of E.
For a spetrum E = fE
n
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(E) for all i.
If we are given a spetrum E = fE
n






and a pointed CW-omplex




with the obvious struture maps
S(X ^ E)
n



















= (X ^ E)
n+1
:














) form a redued homology




(G), we obtain redued singular
homology with G-oeÆients. When E is the suspension spetrum of the two-point spae S
0
, in other




, we obtain the stable homotopy groups of X .
Conversely, if
~





preserve all olimits, then there is some spetrum E whose objets are determined up to













homology theory are given by the homotopy groups of the spetrum E.
We now introdue Adams' stable homotopy ategory of spetra, whih we denote by HSp . The
objets of this ategory are spetra fE
n
g in whih the struture maps are basepoint preserving ellular






homeomorphially onto a subomplex of E
n+1
. The notion of a
subspetrum of a given spetrum, a map between two spetra, a homotopy between maps of spetra, as
well as the smash produt  ^  of two spetra are desribed in part III of Adams [1℄ and summarized in
hapter 2 of Margolis [35℄. The morphisms of the ategory HSp are homotopy lasses of maps of spetra.
For our purposes, it suÆes to know that the Adams' stable homotopy ategory HSp is a tensor triangu-
lated ategory with the translation endofuntor given by the redued suspension S whih sends a given
spetrum E to E^ S
1
. The tensor produt struture is provided by the smash produt  ^  of spetra
and the unit of the tensor is the sphere spetrum, whih we denote by S.
The following material on Moore spetra is adapted from Adams [1℄, part III, setion 6.












(M) = 0 for all r > 0.
Sine any two spetra satisfying (1)-(3) of Denition 5.3.3 are isomorphi in HSp, a Moore spetrum of
type G an be unambiguously denoted as M(G). We an onstrut a Moore spetrum M(G) as follows:







G of G, and let N be the matrix of  relative to the standard
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in HSp. Note that sine HSp is an additive ategory, we have a natural notion of multipliation by a
olumn-nite matrix with integer entries, as per the disussion in setion 1.4 of hapter 1. For k  2,
the k
th
spae of the spetrum M(G) is a Moore spae M
k
(G) as dened in setion 5.2.
Let
~
h be any redued homology theory on the ategory of basepointed CW-omplexes with an assoiated




(X) are given by 
n

















(X ;G) with oeÆients in G an be given by

n
((X ^M(G)) ^ E) = 
n
(X ^ (M(G) ^ E));
using the denition of the smash produt of spetra provided in Adams [1℄. This implies that M(G)^E
is the spetrum orresponding to the homology theory
~
h( ;G) with G-oeÆients. Note further that











































Example 5.3.4. The Eilenberg-MaLane spetrum with G-oeÆients E(G) an be obtained as the









in HSp, where E(Z) is the Eilenberg-MaLane spetrum with Z-oeÆients.
We summarize the key observations in this proposition:
Proposition 5.3.5. Let
~
h be a redued homology theory on the ategory of pointed CW-omplexes, and
suppose E is a spetrum assoiated to
~
















), where N is the matrix of Q( ) or-


















































(G)) for any k  2, where
M
k
(G) denotes a k
th
Moore spae.




(X ;G) := 
n
(X ^ (M(G) ^ E)), where M(G) denotes
a Moore spetrum of type G.
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Chapter 6
Algebrai K-theory of nonunital
rings
6.1 Algebrai K-theory of rngs with oeÆients in a matrix of
ountable dimension
Let R be a unital ring. The abelian group K
0
(R) is dened to be the Grothendiek group of V (R), where
V (R) is the ommutative monoid of isomorphism lasses of nitely generated projetive left R-modules
under the additive monoidal operation given by diret sums of modules.
For a ring R and positive integer n, let GL
n
(R) be the general linear group of dimension n over R,

















(R). For n  1, the higher algebrai K-groups K
n








where BGL(R) denotes the lassifying spae of GL(R), and BGL(R)
+
is Quillen's plus-onstrution

















(see Theorem A of Gersten [20℄ or Proposition 3.2 of Wagoner [58℄, for instane), we an funtorially
assoiate to eah unital ring R an 



















); i  1:
(6-1)
In partiular, the spaes of this 
-spetrum are














; : : :







(R)) ; n  1; i 2 Z: (6-2)
AlgebraiK-theory is extended to nonunital rings as follows: Given a rngR, let R
+
denote the unitization
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Then for any n, K
n
















(Z) is indued by the split anonial ring epimorphism R
+
! Z. If R is al-
ready a unital ring, then its unitization R
+

























(Z) gives us the original abelian group K
n
(R).
If R is a rng, let CR denote the rng of N  N matries over R in whih every row and olumn has only
a nite number of nonzero entries. Then MR is a two-sided ideal of CR. Let the suspension of R,
denoted by SR, be the rng CR=MR. We have a funtor S that sends any rng to its suspension. For any
rng homomorphism f : A! B, the mapping one of f , denoted by C
f


























is equal to zero at the level of algebrai K-theory beause it fators through the K-theoretially trivial
rng CB. Note that if Cone
Rng
: Mor(Rng) ! Rng denotes the mapping one funtor that sends a
morphism f : A ! B to the rng C
f




! SA in (6-3) arises from a
natural transformation p : Cone
Rng
! S Æ Soure
Rng
.









































(R), where M is the stabiliza-
tion funtor provided in Example 3.1.4(3). Furthermore, K

onverts restrited produts of rngs into
oproduts of abelian groups. These fats are well known. In order to show that K

is aggregatable, we
rst need a result from Loday [33℄.
Lemma 6.1.1 (Proposition 1.2.9 of Loday [33℄). Let u : N ! N be an injetive funtion. For any
ring A, dene a group homomorphism u




















is homotopi to the identity map on BGL(A)
+
.
We an now prove:
Proposition 6.1.2. The algebrai K-theory funtor K

is aggregatable.
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in M(MA), and 

A
: M(MA) ! MA is indued by a bijetive funtion  : N ! N  N, namely, if we

















We show that the algebraiK-theory funtor K

is aggregatable by showing that for any natural number


















to the identity map on K

(MA).
Given a natural number n, dene an injetive funtion u : N ! N by u(k) = 
 1
(k; n). For any
natural numbers i; j; k; l, we have (i; j) = (u(k); u(l)) if and only if (i) = (k; n), (j) = (l; n), if and
only if 
0
(i) = k, 
0






















The rng homomorphism v
n
: MA ! MA in (6-4) naturally indues a group homomorphism
~v
n
: GL(A) ! GL(A) as follows: Firstly, for any nonunital ring B, we an funtorially assoiate to B a
monoid B

whose underlying set is B and whose monoidal operation ? is synthesized from the two rng
operations on B as follows:
a ? b = a+ b+ ab:
The additive identity 0 of the rng B now serves as the multipliative identity of the monoid B

. Seondly,
for any unital ring A, there is a natural monoidal isomorphism GL(A) ! (MA)

given by  7!    I ,
where I is the identity matrix (whih makes (MA)

a generalization of GL(A) in the ase where A is a
nonunital ring). Hene, given any rng homomorphism f : MA! MA, there is a naturally indued group
homomorphism
~















 7!   I 7! f(  I) 7! f(  I) + I:
It is straightforward to observe that the rng homomorphism v
n















In partiular, for any  2 MA, v
n
() is a rearrangement of the entries of  whereby diagonal elements
of  are mapped to diagonal elements of v
n
(), and o-diagonal elements are mapped to o-diagonal
elements. Consequently, the indued group homomorphism ~v
n
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 id) with the homotopy funtors 
k
.
Sequene (6-3) allows us to dene algebraiK-theory funtors with oeÆients in a nonnegative olumn-
nite matrix of ountable dimension. We only onsider matries of ountable dimension beause the
ategory Rng is a ategory with restrited produts and aggregation of type 
1
(see Example 3.1.4(3)).















MA. Applying the algebrai K-theory





































































). This denes a (strit) funtor from Rng to Ab












is learly funtorial in A. Furthermore, if N is the matrix of some nonnegative presentation of an abelian














in whih both arrows are natural in A for all n.




) denote the derived ategory of CGTop

, that is, the loalization of CGTop

with
respet to the weak equivalenes, namely, the lass of maps that beome isomorphisms upon appliation of
the homotopy funtors 
n
. The ategory D(CGTop

) is the homotopy ategory (in the model-theoreti
sense) of the pointed model ategory CGTop

endowed with the standard obrantly generated model
struture (see Denition 2.4.21 and the results immediately following that in hapter 2 of Hovey [25℄).
Let G be a nitely generated abelian group. A ommon approah to dening algebrai K-theory with








for n  1 and unital rings A. This denition is used by authors like Browder [13℄, Suslin [53℄, [54℄,
Fisher [18℄, [19℄, and Weibel [62℄ in the ase where G = Z=pZ.
In light of (6-2) as well as the results of setion 5.1 whih allow us to dene homotopy groups with







(A);G) ; n  1; i 2 Z; (6-7)
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where the spaes X
i
(A) are as dened in (6-1) and G is ountable. Hene, for every n  1 and i 2 Z,
the funtor K
n i
( ;G) with oeÆients in G is the omposite of the funtor that sends a ring A to the
pointed spae X
i
(A), followed by the homotopy funtor with G-oeÆients 
n
( ;G).
We show that (6-7) produes the same algebrai K-groups that we onstruted in setion 6.1.







G in whih I; J
are ountable index sets. Let N be the matrix of  with respet to the standard Z-bases. Let A be a





















































in the derived ategory D(CGTop



























For any n  1, applying the funtor 
n
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). In partiular, the dashed vertial arrow is an isomorphism in D(CGTop

) beause the
other vertial arrows are isomorphisms in D(CGTop










































(A);G) is taken as the denition for the K-group
K
n i
(A;G). Hene, for a unital ring A, the denition given by (6-7) and our own denition of algebrai
K-theory with oeÆients provided in setion 6.1 oinide.
Proposition 6.2.1. For a unital ring A and a ountable abelian group G, these are equivalent ways of
produing K
m
(A;G) for all m:














G of G in whih I; J are ountable index























MA. This denition is independent of the hoie of nonnegative
presentation of G.
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Chapter 7
Symmetri monoidal ategories
Coning and ning ategories that arry a symmetri monoidal struture form an important lass of
examples. One benet of working in suh a ategory is that funtors with oeÆients dened in setion
4.4 are always strit homologial funtors.
7.1 Denition and examples of symmetri monoidal oning and
ning ategories
Denition 7.1.1. Let C be a ategory with a bifuntor ^ : C  C ! C alled the tensor produt as
well as a distinguished objet S alled the unit of the tensor produt. Suppose that for any objets
X;Y; Z, there are isomorphisms
a(X;Y; Z) : (X ^ Y ) ^ Z

=
 ! X ^ (Y ^ Z)











that are natural in X;Y; Z suh that (S;S) = id
S^ S
and the oherene diagrams
((W ^X) ^ Y ) ^ Z
a((W ^X); Y; Z)
-
(W ^X) ^ (Y ^ Z)
a(W;X; Y ^ Z)
-
W ^ (X ^ (Y ^ Z))










a(W;X; Y ) ^ id
Z
-
(W ^ (X ^ Y )) ^ Z
a(W;X ^ Y; Z)
-














(X ^ Y ) ^ Z
(X;Y ) ^ id
Z
-
(Y ^X) ^ Z
a(Y;X;Z)
-
Y ^ (X ^ Z)





(Y ^ Z) ^X
a(Y; Z;X)
-
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(X ^ S)^ Z
a(X;S; Z)
-



















ommute. Then we refer to C as a symmetri monoidal ategory.
Remark 7.1.2. The oherene diagrams involving the natural isomorphisms a,,l,r of a symmetri
monoidal ategory have been studied extensively, for instane, in Ma Lane [34℄. Note that the fat that




1. For a ommutative ring R, the ategory
R
Mod of R-modules is a symmetri monoidal ategory
under the tensor produt   

R
  over the ring R, with the unit of the tensor being the free
R-module R.
2. The ategory Cstar of omplex C

-algebras is a symmetri monoidal ategory under the minimal
(spatial) tensor produt  
^

 , and the unit of the tensor is the base eld C .
3. The ategory CGTop

of pointed ompatly generated topologial spaes is a symmetri monoidal
ategory under the usual smash produt   ^   of pointed spaes, and the unit of the tensor is
the two-point spae S
0
. However, the general ategory Top

of pointed spaes is not a symmetri
monoidal ategory under the smash beause the smash is not assoiative in Top

.
4. Any symmetri monoidal model ategory (see hapter 4 of Hovey [25℄), for example, the ategory
of simpliial sets, is trivially a symmetri monoidal ategory by our denition.
Denition 7.1.4. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ) be a oning ategory (or dually, a ning ategory) with restrited
produts of type 

(it is not neessary to mention any homologial funtor). We all C a symmetri
monoidal oning (respetively, ning) ategory if the following are satised:
1. There exists a tensor produt ^ : C C ! C with unit Smaking C a symmetri monoidal ategory.
2. For all objets X;Y in C, there is an isomorphism
~e(X;Y ) : MX ^ Y

=
 ! M(X ^ Y )
that is natural in X and Y . Futhermore, M(r(X)) Æ ~e(X;S) = r(MX) for any objet X .












for any objet X .




, the natural map indued by the
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is an isomorphism. Furthermore, if C has ltered olimits, then for any innite index set I of
ardinality < 

























































4. If I is any index set of ardinality < 






























































is a ning sequene, then for any objet W , there exists a ning sequene











;M;; T ) is a oning or ning ategory with oproduts of type 

, then we replae statements
3,4 with:
3'. For all index sets I (whether nite or innite) of ardinality < 
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1. As usual, let Cstar denote the ategory of omplex C

-algebras. For a map f : A ! B of
C

-algebras, reall that the mapping one L
f















where  : LB ! B is the evaluation map that sends ontinuous funtions  : [0; 1℄ ! B to
(0) 2 B. The map  has a ompletely positive, norm dereasing ross-setion  : B ! LB given




(t) = (1  t)b for t 2 [0; 1℄. This map  also indues a ompletely positive,
norm dereasing ross-setion  : A ! L
f

















ommutes. Hene, by the properties of pullbak squares in the ategory Cstar, for any C

-algebra
E, taking the minial (spatial) tensor produt
^











































E an be anonially identied with L(B
^















to (0) 2 B
^
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is also a oning sequene for any C










is a symmetri monoidal ning ategory under the minimal tensor produt  
^

 , and the unit of
the tensor is the base eld C .
2. Let C denote the full subategory of Cstar ontaining the exat C

-algebras. An exat C

-algebra









































is also an exat sequene of C

-algebras.
The lass of exat C

-algebras is losed under passage to

-subalgebras and formation of quotients,
pullbaks, and omplete diret sums (restrited produts), and every

-subalgebra of a nulear
C

-algebra is exat. (See Pederson [44℄ and Wassermann [59℄ for more details.) In partiular, the
lass of exat C

-algebras ontains all the nulear C


























































We an give the ategory C of exat C

-algebras a ning struture with aggregation in the same way
as for general C










is a symmetri monoidal ning ategory under the minimal tensor produt  
^

 , and the unit of
the tensor is the base eld C .




; S;; S) of pointed CW-omplexes is a symmetri monoidal
oning ategory under the usual smash produt  ^  of pointed spaes, and the unit of the tensor
is the two-point spae S
0
.
4. Any tensor triangulated ategory is a symmetri monoidal oning ategory by our denition. In
all suh examples, the stabilization funtor M is simply the identity endofuntor on the ategory
and the o-aggregation  is the usual diagonal map in an additive ategory. For example:




; Id;; [1℄) is a tensor trian-
gulated ategory under the usual tensor produt  
  of hain omplexes, and the unit is R
regarded as a hain omplex onentrated in dimension 0.
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(b) As mentioned in setion 5.3, Adams' stable homotopy ategory of spetra HSp is a tensor
triangulated ategory under the smash produt   ^   of spetra, and the unit of the tensor
is the sphere spetrum.
5. Although we do not regard the ategory (Rng;
Q
0
;M;r) of rngs as a oning or ning ategory, it is
nonetheless a symmetri monoidal ategory under the tensor produt  

Z
 , with the unit being
the ring of integers Z. The ategory Rng satises statements 1-4 of Denition 7.1.4.
7.2 Homologial funtors KT
m





;M;r; T ;K;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts of type 

, and suppose that C
is a symmetri monoidal oning ategory under a tensor produt  ^   with unit S.
Let N be a olumn-nite I  J matrix with nonnegative integer entries, where jI j; jJ j < 

. It follows

























































































any objet X , KT
m








^ X). For a











































































of A-objets. Hene, the denition KT
m




) gives us not merely a quasi-funtor, but in
fat, a homologial funtor from C to A. This allows us to reord the following result:
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Proposition 7.2.1. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! A;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts
of type 

, and suppose that C is a symmetri monoidal oning ategory under a tensor produt   ^  
with unit S. Let N be a olumn-nite I  J matrix with nonnegative integer entries, where jI j; jJ j < 

.
Then the denition KT
m




) for any objet X of C gives a homologial funtor
KT
m
( ;N) : C ! A:
In addition, if A = Ab or Ab
Z
, the objet KT
m













whose arrows are natural in X.
Similar results hold for oning ategories with oproduts, and dual results hold for ning ategories.
7.3 Obtaining a homologial funtor KT
m
( ;G)
If C is a tensor triangulated ategory, then ondition CP of setion 3.6 automatially holds in C, so by
the disussion in setion 4.6, for any homologial funtor K : C ! Ab and any abelian group G, we an
dene a homologial funtor KT
m
( ;G) : C ! Ab.
If we do not have a tensor triangulated ategory, the following proposition desribes a situation where
we also get homologial funtors with oeÆients in an abelian group G.
Proposition 7.3.1. Let (C;
Q
0
;M;r; T ;K : C ! Ab;m) be a oning ategory with restrited produts
of type 

, and suppose that C is a symmetri monoidal oning ategory under a tensor produt   ^  
with unit S. Suppose further that for any abelian group G generated by < 






























































), and so given any abelian group G generated
by < 

elements, we an dene a homologial funtor KT
m










in whih jI j; jJ j < 

, and setting KT
m
(X ;G) := KT
m
(X ;N), where N is the matrix of  .
Proof. In setion 7.2, we showed that for any objet X of C and any olumn-nite I  J matrix N with
nonnegative integer entries, where jI j; jJ j < 














































Similar results hold for oning ategories with oproduts, and dual results hold for ning ategories.
Example 7.3.2. Consider the homotopy ategory HCW

of pointed CW-omplexes as a symmetri
monoidal oning ategory under the smash produt  ^ . Let the stabilization funtor be S
2
, the double
redued suspension. If G is an abelian group and N is the matrix orresponding to any nonnegative





is a Moore spaeM
2
(G), whih is determined up to homotopy equivalene by





















. Hene, for any redued homology theory
~
h on pointed
CW-omplexes, we obtain a homologial funtor
~








(X ;N), where N is the matrix of Q( ) { f. setion 5.2.
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Chapter 8








Let Cstar denote the ategory of omplex C













 , and the unit of the tensor is the base eld C .
Let M denote the stabilization funtor  
K. Let N be any IJ olumn-nite matrix with nonnegative





























































Lemma 8.1.1 (Bott periodiity for omplex topologial K-theory with oeÆients). Let N be































































Remark 8.1.2. The omplex topologial suspension S
top
C
(A) of a C







(R) is the C

-algebra of omplex-valued ontinuous funtions on R that vanish at
innity. Tensoring (8-1) with C
0
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8.2 The use of the bootstrap ategory for omplex C

-algebras
A onvenient ategory of omplex C

-algebras is the bootstrap ategory. Aording to setion 22.3
of Blakadar [7℄, the bootstrap ategory Boot is the smallest ategory of separable, nulear omplex
C

-algebras with the following properties:
1. Boot ontains the base eld C .











is a short exat sequene of C

-algebras, and two of the terms are in Boot, then so is the third.
4. Boot is losed under KK-equivalene.
The ategoryBoot is losed under taking ideals, quotients and extensions. Blakadar [7℄ also shows that
it is losed under stable isomorphism and tensor produts, and is the smallest ategory of separable nu-
lear C

-algebras ontaining the separable ommutative C

-algebras and losed under KK-equivalene.
For an abelian group G and a C









 (G)), where (G) is any C





((G)) = G and KU
top
1
((G)) = 0. This denition is made possible by the Kunneth Theorem for
Tensor Produts (KTP).
Theorem 8.2.1 (KTP; see Shohet [48℄). Let A;B be omplex C

-algebras with A being in the





































that is natural in A and B, and whih splits unnaturally. The degree of the map  is 0, while the degree
of the map Æ is 1.













































for i; j 2 Z=2Z.






in the bootstrap ategory share the same omplex topologialK-theory,
then for any C







B also share the same omplex topologial K-theory.







G of G in whih I; J
are ountable index sets, and let N be the matrix of  relative to the standard Z-bases. Let M denote
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is a C














Tensoring (8-2) with any C











































































By Remark 8.1.2, KU
top
n























This gives us the following result:
Proposition 8.2.2. Let G be a ountable abelian group. In the ning ategory of omplex C

-algebras,











 (G)), where (G) is any C











as per the usual pratie.







































MA. This denition is independent
of the hoie of presentation of G.
8.3 Topologial K-theory of real C

-algebras with oeÆients




-homomorphisms. We an give C the struture of a
ning ategory in the same fashion as Example 4.2.3(8), with the important aveat that for the translation
funtor, we use the real topologial suspension S
top
R














 denotes the minimal tensor produt and C
0
(R;R) is the real C

-algebra of
ontinuous funtions from R to R that vanish at innity. In the ategory C regarded as a ning ategory
with aggregation of type 







(V )), where V is some well-









(V ). The aggregation r is as dened in Example 3.1.4(2).
Let G be an abelian group. For omplex C

-algebras, topologial K-theory with oeÆients an be
obtained by tensoring with an objet (G) in the bootstrap ategory and then applying the topologial
K-theory funtor.
To dene real topologialK-theory with oeÆients in G, we ould attempt to onstrut a real C

-algebra
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Caveat Emptor 8.3.1. It is possible for real C

-algebras with dierent real topologial K-groups to
beome isomorphi upon omplexiation { onsider the real C

-algebras R  R and C , for instane.
Another approah might be to attempt to dene a suitable bootstrap ategory of real C

-algebras,
analogous to the omplex ase whih is already well established. For a given abelian group G, (G)
might then be dened to be a real C

-algebra in the bootstrap ategory possessing a suitable topologial










However I do not yet know whether suh an approah is feasible, beause developing the theory of
omplex topologial K-theory with oeÆients relies heavily on an unnaturally split exat Kunneth
sequene of omplex C

-algebras, whih has no real analog (nonetheless, see Boersema [9℄, [10℄ for




The ase for omplex C

-algebras suggests that if we are provided with an abelian group G, we should x







G of G, let N be the matrix of  relative to the standard
Z-bases, and dene (G) to be the mapping one of 
N












































involving the 7-fold real topologial suspension of R and have L

N
play the role of (G).



















































































































































































































G G 0 0 0
where
2
G = fg 2 G : 2g = 0g, G
2
= G=2G = fh+ 2G : h 2 Gg, and the group 

2
(G) sits in a short















(A result of similar avour was obtained in the proof of Proposition 3.2 of Berrik & Matthey [6℄.) For
the familiar ase when G = Z, we reover the real topologial K-theory of R:
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0 Z 0 0 0
where Z
2
is short-hand for Z=2Z.
Our task now is to state the exat nature of the group 

2
(G). This has eetively been done by Hewitt
[23℄ in the ourse of a disussion on CR-ayli exat CRT-modules in the ontext of united K-theory.
(See also Bouseld [12℄ and Boersema [9℄, [11℄ for bakground material relating to united K-theory;
Boersema's work in partiular fousses on united K-theory of real C

-algebras.)
A CRT-module onsists of three Z-graded parts: a 2-periodi part modelled on omplex K-theory, an 8-
periodi part modelled on real K-theory, and a 4-periodi part modelled on self-onjugate K-theory. For
an exat CRT-module, eah pair of Z-graded parts is related by a long exat sequene; in a CR-ayli
exat CRT-module, there is also a ohain omplex involving groups from the Z-graded real part that is
exat (more details an be found in [23℄). Setion 8.1 of [23℄ states that a CR-ayli exat CRT-module
is equivalent to an exat CR-module, a denition of whih an be found in setion 8.4 of this thesis.
Theorem 8.4.4 of [23℄ shows that the groups





G G 0 0 0
form the real part of an exat CR-module N
+
(G; 0) whose omplex part is G in even dimensions and 0






























is the doubling homomorphism. In partiular, we show in setion 8.4 that not only is J(G) determined
up to isomorphism by the group G, but in fat J is an endofuntor on the ategory of abelian groups.






















(R;N) is independent of the hoie of nonnegative presentation of
G. Indeed, this shows KO
top

(R;N) to be independent of the hoie of nonnegative presentation of G,
and so we an use the notation KO
top






We round up this setion by suggesting the following open problem.
Open Problem 8.3.3.
1. Dene a suitable bootstrap ategory of real C

-algebras suh that if two C

-algebras A;B in this










2. Dene a ategory C of real C

-algebras that is a symmetri monoidal ning ategory under the
minimal tensor produt, and whih ontains the bootstrap ategory of real C

-algebras as a full
subategory.
If we are able to solve this open problem, then for any abelian group G, let (G) be any C

-algebra in
this bootstrap ategory having the following real topologial K-theory:











G G 0 0 0
Note that we have already onstruted a real C

-algebra with the above topologial K-theory in (8-4).
By repeating the same argument in the previous setion (this time using 8-fold Bott periodiity), we an




( ;G) : C ! Ab:
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G of G, let N be the matrix of  relative to















































g of Z-graded abelian groups with homomorphisms





















































These operations satisfy the following onditions:




















































































   (8-6)



















   (8-7)
are exat, that is, ayli.
Lemma 8.4.2 (An outline proof is provided in Lemma 8.4.3 of Hewitt [23℄). For every abelian




























J(G) is the doubling homomorphism (mul-
tipliation by 2). Furthermore, this extension is unique up to isomorphism in the sense that if E is any







































G is a vetor spae over the eld Z
2













as a subgroup of J(G) with inlusion map i : G
2









+ 2G). Let  : J(G) ! Coker(i) = J(G)=i(G
2
)
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be the anonial map. There is a Z
2











































J(G) is the doubling homo-
morphism.


































is the doubling homomorphism. We laim that E

=
J(G). For eah , hoose some 

























) + 2G) = 2





+ 2G) = 2

. Hene, we an identify E as a quotient group




for all  and









































The Five Lemma then tells us that h is an isomorphism.
Proposition 8.4.3. J is an endofuntor on the atgeory of abelian groups.
Proof. Suppose that we have a homomorphism  : G! H of abelian groups. We show how to dene a
group homomorphism J() : J(G)! J(H) that has the required funtorial properties.













as a subgroup of J(G) with inlusion map i : G
2






















as a subgroup of J(H) with inlusion map j : H
2
! J(H)






































, and extend to all of G by linearity. To show that J() is a group homomorphism,













































The funtorial nature of our onstrution is straightforward to verify.














for n  2, and J(Z
2n+1
) = 0 for n  1.
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and so J(G) = Z
2
.
Consider G = Z
2
n







































is the doubling homomorphism. Suppose n  2 and J(G) = Z
4





















Write the rst term
Z
4



















= f0; x; 2x; 3xg:







sends  to 2
n 1






sends  to . We also have i :  7! 2x. Hene, the omposite given in sequene (8-8) sends x to 2
n
x.








when n  2. The remaining ase is the ase n = 1. For this, the





For the ase G = Z
2n+1










be a olletion of abelian groups, where eah group J(G
i























































. Sine diret sums of exat sequenes are exat, taking
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be a diret system of abelian groups, where eah group J(G
i
) sits




































































































































































Thus we obtain a diret system of exat sequenes given as above. Sine diret limits of exat sequenes
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In setion 8.4 of [23℄, Hewitt denes, for eah integer m, an exat CR-module N
+
(G;m) whose omplex
part is 0 in odd dimensions (suh a CR-module is termed an even exat CR-module), and whih
satises ertain other onditions whih we omit here. It is known that if M is an even exat CR-












is bijetive for every integer n.
Furthermore, for an even exat CR-module M , Im  = Ker , Ker  = Im rB
 1
C














for all n, implying that Ker   Im r for all maps r;  in even dimensions. In Theorem 8.4.4 of [23℄, Hewitt




Let N be the matrix of some nonnegative presentation  of G. It turns out that the CR-struture
of N
+































has been determined with the exeption of 

2




(G) and show that it is in fat equal to J(G). In order to prove this, the only results from


























as well as the CR-relations





Thus, in determining 

2
(G), we do not need to use the full power of the method Hewitt employs
in determining the CR-struture of N
+





(G) = J(G) for any abelian group G.












































its real topologial K-theory is














G G 0 0 0
and its omplex topologial K-theory is

























)g is an exat CR-module (see for instane
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Sine  : G ! G
2
in the above sequene is the anonial epimorphism, rB
 1
C
: G ! G is the doubling
homomorphism beause G is yli. Hene, Im( : 

2
(G) ! G) = Ker(rB
 1
C
= 2 : G ! G) =
2
G, and

















By Lemma 8.4.2, to prove that 

2






















is the doubling homomorphism.

























































































in whih the top row is exat by (8-6). The exatness of the top row tells us that













is an isomorphism. Let





















































We easily observe that














is surjetive, and so e is surjetive as well. Sine G is yli, we onlude that e is the anonial
epimorphism. Therefore,





















whih was to be shown.
Sine both the funtors J and KO
top

preserve oproduts and diret limits, 

2
(G) = J(G) when
G is any abelian group, beause every abelian group is the diret limit of its nitely generated subgroups,
and every nitely generated abelian group is a oprodut of yli groups.
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Coprodut funtor, or opower funtor
Q
Produt funtor, or power funtor
Q
0
Restrited produt funtor, or restrited power funtor (pg 11,12)
Q
w
Weak produt funtor, or weak power funtor (in pointed topologial spaes) (pg 114)
r,
~
r Aggregation map (pg 31, 44)
 Diagonal map, or o-aggregation map (pg 61)
CW

Category of pointed CW-omplexes
Cstar Category of omplex C

-algebras
Ch(A) Category of hain omplexes over an additive ategory A (pg 2, 76)
CA Rng of loally nite matries over a rng A (pg 126)
C
f










-algebra of ontinuous funtions from R to A that vanish at innity
CGTop

Category of pointed ompatly generated spaes (pg 113)
D(CGTop

) Derived ategory of pointed ompatly generated spaes (pg 128)
H(A) Homology of a hain omplex A (pg 2)
~
H Redued singular homology (pg 4)
~
h A redued homology theory on pointed CW-omplexes
Ho(M) Homotopy ategory of a pointed model ategory M
HCW

Homotopy ategory of pointed CW-omplexes
HCh(A) Homotopy ategory of hain omplexes over an additive ategory A
HCstar Homotopy ategory of omplex C

-algebras
HSp Adams' stable homotopy ategory of CW-spetra (pg 123)
HTop

Homotopy ategory of pointed topologial spaes
I
+
Disjoint union of the unit interval I = [0; 1℄ and an external basepoint

N
Multipliation by a matrix N in a ategory with aggregation (pg 39) or o-aggregation (pg 63)
K(H) C








MA Stabilization/o-stabilization of an objet A (pg 31, 61), or rng of nite matries over a rng A (pg 35)
Mor(C) Morphism ategory of a ategory C
Mor
C
(A;B) Set of morphisms A! B in a ategory C
N  Multipliation by a matrix N in a semi-additive or additive ategory (pg 5)
Ob(C) Class of objets of a ategory C
P
f
Mapping path spae of a map f
Rng Category of nonunital rings (rngs)




(A) Complex topologial suspension of a C





(A) Real topologial suspension of a C

-algebra A (pg 140)
T Translation endofuntor on a oning ategory (pg 71) or ning ategory (pg 74)
Top





on a ategory with aggregation, 43
on a ategory with o-aggregation, 65
Aggregation transformation, 31
Bootstrap ategory, 139




Category of nonunital rings, 35
Homotopy ategory of pointed topologial
spaes, 36
Semi-additive ategory, 33
Category with o-aggregation, 61









Compatly generated spae, 113
Coning ategory
Category of hain omplexes, 76
Denition (C1-C4), 71
Funtorially generated oning ategory, 78
Homotopy ategory of a pointed model at-
egory, 73
Homotopy ategory of hain omplexes, 77
Homotopy ategory of pointed CW-omplexes,
85
Homotopy ategory of pointed topologial
spaes, 81
Pointed CW-omplexes, 84
Pointed topologial spaes, 80
Triangulated ategory, 72
Coning sequene, 71




on a oning ategory, 72
on a ning ategory, 75
Loop spaes, 38
Mapping one funtor, 78
Mapping one of a rng homomorphism, 126




in a ategory with aggregation, 39






Funtorially generated ning ategory, 79
Homotopy ategory of C
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-algebras, 87
Homotopy ategory of a pointed model at-
egory, 75
Homotopy ategory of pointed topologial
spa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Pointed topologial spa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Ning sequen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Quasi-funtor with oeÆients in abelian group
G, 111
Quasi-funtor with 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ients in matrix N ,
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Stable homotopy ategory, 123
Suspension of a rng, 126
Symmetri monoidal ategory, 131
Symmetri monoidal oning or ning ate-
gory, 132
Translation funtor
on a oning ategory, 71
on a ning ategory, 74
Weak Hausdor, 114
Weak produt of pointed spaes, 114
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in a 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oproduts, 57
in a ategory with nite produts, 10
